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An 5-R (situation-response) Inventory of Hostility
that related specifically to situaLions encountered in
connection with three contact sports--ice hockey, Iacrosse,
and soccer--was designed to obtain data in order to test the
hypotheses. 0nce established, Lhe da+,a obtained as a result
of the administration(s) of the inventory were utilized to
locate the sources of behavioral variation.
The subjects involved in the study ilere 108 inter-
collegiate varsit y and junior varsiLy athletes- who pil.'ticipated
in one of three contact sports from trne of four institutions
in New York SLate during the spring semester, 1977.
A second administration of the 5-R Inventory uras
given Lo 43 selected subjects from three of the four insti-
tutions, across all three sport activities, five to six
weeks after the first administration.
The inventory consisted of 15 situations and 11 modes
of respBnse (Uotn physiological and psychological). Tlre 15
situations were selected from a possible 43 sport situations,
representing both pre-game and game hosliliLy-aggression.
The 43 possible situations were given to 30 randomly assig;ned
subjects across the three sporls to rate on a one-to five-
point scaIe, as best representing hcstility or aggression
in their opinion. The finat 15 siLuations Lrrere chosen on
the basis of their plausibility, rank, mean strore, and
standard deviation carcurated for the 4s situations. As
indicated in the literature, three categories of aggression
were intuitively differentiated within the situations. Each
category of aggression was represented by a number of sit-
uat,ions. The situaticns, furthermore, ranged from a hiqh to
1orru aggression-hostility evoking. The inventory employed a
five-point scare ranging from "not at all" to ,'very mutrh"
on urhich the subjects were asked to report to what degree
they manifestecj each of the 11 modes of response in each of
the 15 situatiEns.
A faetoriar design anarysis of variance model was
utilized to determin"'th= relative conLributions of variance
from persons' sS.tuations, modes of response, aIr of the
possible interactions, and residual. The data were analyzerJ
using a mixed effects moder as outlined by Endrer {79) and
Gleser Eronbach, and Rajaratrram ( gt ) . It was determined
tha+- persons, situations, and moJes of response contributed
20,17 percrnt, 12.22 percent, and 5.0? percent respectively,
to the total behavioral variance. The contribution from the
sin:pre interactions combined ilas 26.ag percent ruith 15.3s
percent attributed to persons x situations, g.35 percent
attributed to persons x modes of response, and 3.1g percent
attributed to situations x modes of response. By far the
largest singre source of behavioral variance (ls.ss percent)
was attributed to the residual component.
The residuar component was further parLiLioned into
the triple interaction (persons x
ponse) and error variance using 43
variance percentage for the LripIe
1.2O percent, while 26.2O percent
error term.
situations x modes of res-
selecLed subjects. Tlre
interaction was merely
was attributed to the
It uas concluded that neither the person variance
nor situation variance were mBre important in determining
behavior in sport related situations for the trait of ag-
gression-hostility. However, variance attributable to persons
tends tb indicate that hostile-aggressive behavior can be
consistent in the sense trf being coherent. Furthermore, it
was concluded that the simple interactions urere found to
be as important as the rnaj.n eff eets in determining or
predicting behavior in sport-related situations. The results
were interpreted to be supportive of the interactionist
position with the reservation that the largest portion of the
total behavioral variance lay ru-i Lhin the residual tromponent.
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Chapter 1
I NTRODUE T IO N
Personality is a term used to characterize the indi-
vidual that emerges as an infant, grows, matures, and reacts
to the thor-rsands of environmental stimuLi ruhich surround him.
0efinitions of personality vary according to theoretical
vienrpointsi personality can be defined from a biophysical
vie;lpoint, f rom a social learning viewpoint, or f rom any
positiori betureen the tuo and there seems to be IiLtle
eonsensus betu,een ei Lfier viewpoint,s or def initions. Person-
arity has been pertreived as static, as dynamic, and as some-
thing betnreen staLic and dynamic.
The trommon path in personality theori zing is to
define the concept operationally, an essEntial step in arl
research undertakings. Perhdpsr,, however, there is no right
or u,rsnq definition. Perhaps personality, being the meta-
physieal construct that it is, denies the answer to this
problem. Hourever, if the theoretical framework from ruhich
the ciefinition originated ilas useful in predicting behavior,
or arroured for a clearer understanding of behavior, then it
is tronsequently utilized in testing hypotheses often grithout
regard to the underlying assumptions of the theory itself.
A pupular discussion and research topic for sport
psychologists and eoaches has been the role of perstrnality
2in atl'leLics. The contemplation of personarity has been
entertained usually to explain "trausative" factors for per-
formance and/or to predict the behavior of athletes in specific
sport circumstances. 0f these tuo intents, neither have been
successfully concluded at this poinL in time (tt,4B). 0ne
researcher has doubts that it ever uril1 (Ag).
A basic premise of armosL quasi-mystical potency for
such research has been that athletes possess unique and
definable personality attributes different form nonathletes.
Illuleover, athletes in one sport can be readily distinguished
from athletes in another sport. 0ne renowned European sport
psyehologist has even implied the possibility of differen-
tiating athletes via sporL from their personality r:rofiles
(22,23). If personality atLributes were, in fact, differ-
entiating, certain advantages courd accrue. First, there
might be promise for development of personality techniques
for sereening of potential athletesr coupled of trtrurse rujth
skill Ieve1. 5econdly, if athletic success prerequisites
in terms of personality attributes ruere established, then
possible training modifications promoting and enhancing
those attributes might be feasible.
Since persCInality research in athretics makes LSe
of the theories and research tools deveroped by personarity
research in general, iL inherits both Lhe good and the bad
qualities. Some of the general problems in such research
are transferred Lo athletic personality investigations
because of inadequately conceived paradigms. The often
confusing results in athletic personality research is tron-
3fused further uhen the controvers..al issr-re of consistency of
behavior is stressed. Theories of personality differ con-
siderably in the extent to urhich Lhey sLress consistency of
behavior. An important point of diFference is the arnount
of variability in behavior urhich personality theories hypoth-
esize is attributable to the person, the siLuation, and the
interaction between them.
Argyle and Little (0t) outline four types of behavior
(=.g., aggression), in different situations: total person
variability, total situalional variability, dispositional
variability, and interactional variability. These types not
only differ in the amount of variabilityl i..E.1 person and
O
situation, but also in the uray in which the variability is
interpreted. Although heterogeneous and someuuhat inseparable,
at I.east three main theoretical standpoints can be distin-
guished from this confrontation. These are the conceptual
models propounded by (") the personologists, (U) the situa-
tionists, and (") the interactioaisLs. In the past, empir-
ical re.s:ar:h has leaned heavily upon the tuo initial models
and has viewed personal-ity in terms of traits and in terms
of situation-specif icit y.
Illost of -the sport personality literature has been
based on factcr therrry. Personality has been assessed as a
combination of stable inLra-organismic constructs sueh as
"traitsr" "psychic structuresr" or "internal dispositions', as
the main determinants of behavioral variation. frait psychology
is based on the assumption that personality traits are relatively
4stable, consistent attributes that exert generalized causal
effects on behavior. such an approach considers the generar
source of behaviorar variance to reside urithin the person,
refuting the role of total situational variability. The
traitist view tran be expressed in symbol form as B=f(p)--
behavior is a function of the person.
Illischet {za) has criticized trait psychology for its
seemingry 1ow "personality coefficients" (tne inimical .30),
urhich are correlations between responses made in different
situations by the same person, and uhich account flor ress
than 10 percent of the total behavioral variance. Further-
more, sociar behavior theorists propose a model of person-
alit,y that can be expressed in terms of total situational
variabiliLy which may be regarded as the antitheses of trait
personarity theory, and the factor approach. They have pre-
sented.cogent arguments that Lhere is rittre evidence that
trait-determined behavior is cor:r_.isf-ent across situations.
This theoreticar model expres;ed as a=f( s) --berravior is a
function of the situation--is 7r pzrac igm urhich attempts to
account for trans-situational inconsistency.
Bruns*rik ( g) , a propcr',ent of the siLuationist position,
argued for a "representative design" in p=.=onality research
and proposed tha+- situational variabiliLy mus: be tronsidered:
In fact' prtrper sampring of situations and problemsmay in the end be more impoitant than proper sampring ofsubjectsr, trEnsideri-ng. the fact that individuals are prob_abry on the *rhole muJh more alike than are situationsamong Bne another (S:SO).
Boruers (za) criticizes the recent trver-emphasis on
situationism in personality r=search and theori zing. con_
5sideralrle evidence is obtained to show Lhat behavior is not
consistent urithin situations across persons. At least 15
investigations ilere presented which contend that bol-h sit-
uations and persons, when directly comparing the percentage
of variance accounted for by the tu;o, account for a smal1
percEntage of the total behavior variance.
The social learning theory of personality is in
direct conflict urith lrait psychology. Both theories reflect
an atomistic as opposed to a holistic approach to personality
assessment. 5ingle-minded adherence to either theory promotes
such an atomistic view. A more realistic approach uould be
an interactive one suctrinctly expressed by Leuuin's (S=)
equation of B=f(P,E)--behavior is a function g'F the person
and the situation.
Hunt's (gl) initial work reflects Lewin's conception
of personality and behavioral variance: whether static person-
ality traiLs eonstitute the major source of behavioral \'.:riantre,
or that variations in particular situations mediate L-ehavior.
Hunt recommended tl-rat insLruments be designed capable lf
predicting behavior in various kinds cf situations.
The third significant conceptual model lo jo:,r the
personality debate has been the interactionist position;
proponents of this model advocate "mutual involvement.,'
Successive studies by llloos (tts,'tzo,1z1 ,lzz) rerated to mutual
involvement are demonstrative of the ini-eractionist position.
filoos concluded from research undertaken ruith psychiatric
patients and staff that the person-situation interaction
6accounted for a larger percentage of behaviorar variation
than did either tctal person variability or total situational
variability taken independently.
Endler and his co-uorkers (aZ,BS, 84, g5, g6, g?) have
espoused the interactionist paradigm in numerous studies,
and have done much to establish that the person-situation
interactions are more appretriable sources of variance than
either person or siLuational variance componenLs alone.
The question of whether trait or situat,ion is the greater
source of behavioral variance, Endler (gl) regards as a
"pseudo-issue." He further impried that this question. is
like asking urhether air or blood is rnore essential to lif e.
A more sensibre qrestion uould ber "How do person differences
and situations interact in evoking behavior?" It is the tuork
of Endler and others (go, 81,gz,g3,g4,g5,g6,gz) that has
provided the most damag-1ng evidence to the situationist and
trait constructs. lllith the person-situation dilemma in mind
and in reference to initial research incorporating the original
5 -B I nve,ita ries of A nxiousness, E ndler and !lunt ( aa) designed
two 5-R Inventories of Hostility desiqned to partition total
behavioral variance. The inventories employed turo samples
of reports of response indicators of hostility ruith several
samples of situatioris to severar sampres of subjects. The
selection of modes of resptrnse ru.as assumed to belong to
the hostility category and could be readiry validated by means
of physiological recordioesr The subjecL samples ruere asked
to rerate the extent to which they manifested each of the
7modes of response in each of Lhe situations on a five-sLep
Likert scale. After concrusive analysis of the data in Ig6s,
the researchers observed that individual differences eontri-
buted almost 20 percent of hostility variance for men while
the situations contributed only four percent. Horuever, the
modes of response contributed almost t5 percent of the total
variance. Nearly 30 percent of the total variance came from
the three simple interactions.
The possibility of obtaining the component variance
of the triple interaction, considered psychorogically sig-
nificant, has been expressed by Endler and Hunt (gs). Inasmuch
as a second administration of an 5-R Inventory might reflecL
boredom and negativism as well as hostirity, anxiety, trr any
other characteristic (a:), Endler and Hunt (g:) were at first
content to guess that the triple interaction (person x sit-
uation x mode nf response) miqht contribute about 10 percent
of the total variantre. This indicates that in a particular
situation, a particular individual will respond in a particular
way. The researchers obtained pe-:.ceetage strores of the total
variance for triple interaction ranging from zero to 10.95
percent using different forms of the 5-R Inventory of Anxiety (ga)
Similar studies, trompleted by Ezarnecki (1s3) and
Horsfalr ( tsz) utilizing the s-R Invent":ry mcdel related
specifically to situations encountered in athletics, obLained
similar and conclusive evidence of the interactionistrs position,
i.8., consistenLly persons and situations each contributed
approximatel y t0 percent of the total vari.ance, urhi-l_e the
simple interactions combined accounted for approximatery 30
percenr'. or the total variance. In both invesLigations
relating to anxiety in football and basketball situations,
respectivery, the residual component (tripte inLeracticn plus
error) actrounted for approximately 35-40 percent of the total
variance, by f ar the most signif icant component . IYloreover,
the study compteted by Czarnecki (153) involved a readmin-
istration of the 5-R Inventory of Anxiety related to football
situations, in order to obtain the percentage oi variance due
to tripre interaction. czarnecki's results of eight percent
variance due to triple interaction tends to substanliate
Endler and Huntts (AS) guessruork of 10 percent.
The initial sport related investigations incorporating
Endler, Hunt and Rosenstein's (At) original S-R Inventory
paradigm has provided further ammunition for the interactionists
in the person-situation argument. Such invesLigations have
indirectly provided highry damaging evidence to the current
status of sport personarity research. It is !trur netressa.'y to
extend this sphere of research spetrifically dealing r.'l-th
athletics and encompassing other personality eharacte;j.stjcs
and other sport areas. The question af critical importance
is: llli1l Lhe sources of variance account for similar;.mnunts
of variation uhen the situations are sport-related? In an attempt
to generalize across three contact team sports--ice hockey,
lacrosse, and soctrer--it is hoped that this question rui11 be
ansuered during the trourse of this stud;;.
Scope of Problem
An 5-R (situation-response) Inventory Bf Hostility
I
was constructed and administered to intertrollegiate varsiLy
and junior varsity ice hockey, lacrosse, and soccer athletes
at four institutions in New York State during the spring
semester of 1977. The inventory related specifically Uo
situations entrDUntered immediately prior to and during the
three athletic activities involrred. Initially, raters from
all three sports, who urere randomly selected from the popu-
lations sampled, were asked to rate a list of 43 situations
intuitively collected with the help of coaches and athreLes
participating in these sports. The situations were rated
accerding to the criterion: "Hou much anger or hostiliy does
this produce j.n 
-y.99?", A ratinq on a five-step scale ranging
irom "none' to "very mutrh" was employed. This rating provided
the investigator urith a ctrntinuum along,.lhich the situations
were placed. The situations ranged from high to lour on a
scale oi= aggression-hostitity eliciting. Fifteen situations
uere sr-lected frorn this initial list to be used in the S-R
rnventory. A similar procedr"r '*.= used in seleciing the
modes ef rrsponse (m-n). However, all 11 modes presented to
the raters were used. The final selection of situations
incr,rporated into the Inventory of Attitudes Touards 5port
Situations (Rpp"ndix c) attempted to take cogni zance of the
differing categories of aggression presented in the literature:
reacti.ve or instrumental athretic aggression, and conformist
aggression were differentiated; and ctrnsideration uJas given
to the direction of aggressive behavior (extrapunitive, intra_
punitive, and impunitive). 0nce established, the data gained
as a resurt of the administration of the inventory were computed
1□
to locate the sources of behavioral variation.
Statement of Problem
It was the purpose of this investigation to design
an 5-R Inventory of Hostility which related to situations
encountered in three contact sports. The situations were
generalLzed Lo encompass al1 three sport activities, but
were adequately specific to rerate individually to each of
the samples tested. The situations attempterl to evince all
the possible aggression cateqories outlined in the literature.
The data obtained from administering the inventory to the
athletic Leams were emproyed to compute answers to the
follouring important qu;:stions:
1. lllhat are the rerative contributions of perstrns,
situationsr and modes of response to tl_rs toLal behavioral
varianqe in reported intensities of reaction assumed to
belong to the aggression-hostiliLy categories?
2, lllhat are the re1a.:ive contributions of the three
simple interactions--persons x Eitu-.rti:ns, persons x modes of
response, and situations x modes of response--to the total
behavioral variance?
3. lllhat is the contribution of the triple interaction--
persons x situations x modes ofl response--to uhe total
behavioral variance?
4. llJhat is the cont ribution of the residual comptrnent
to the total behavioral variarce?
11
Hypotheses
1. Neither the persons nor the situations will
contribute appreciably greater variantre to the total behavioral
variance than the variantres att,ributable to the three simple
interactions--persons x situationsr pErsons x modes of response,
and situations x modes of resptrl-'lsE e
2. The variance attributable to the residual cBmponent,
as opposed to that attributable to either the main effects or
their interactions taken independently, will be an appretriably
large part of the total behavioral variance.
Assumptions of Study
This st udy wtsrr based un the f ollowing assumptions:
1. The athletes were able to relate to the investi-
gattrr a scund estimate of the intensiuy of their reatrtions
to the'situations present,ed, through the medium of the
established modes of responsEo
2, The athletes were able to relate to the situations
as presented, either through oirect experience or vicariously.
3. jhe retest given to the 45 selected athletes
did not reflect negativism or toredom on the part of their
resptrnses.
4. The reported intensities of reaction to the
situations belong to the aggression-hostirity categories.
Definitisn of Terrns
In order to objectify and crarify terms used in this
12
study, the follor.uing stipulative definitions have been derived
from the literature.
Illain Sourcesr The individual variables to urhich
variance is attributablep i.p.1 persons, situaticns, and modes
of respoFrsP r
SimpIe. Intgra.ctigns: The interactions of the three
main sources, i.e., persons x situations, perstrns x modes of
response, and situations x modes of responsEr
Triple Intere!:tio_n: The combined totial interaction
of the three main sourcesl i.E.s persons x situations x modes
of responsE o
Errorr Utrcontrolled factor in the inventory.
Residual: The triple interaction and Lre errer or
ruithin variance combined. These csmptrnents rui1I be separated
in this study.
5-R Inventory: A situation-response questionnaire
urhich samples, separately, modes of resptrnse, situations, and
persons. Each item in the inventory, consisting of a resptrnse
to a specific situation, is measured by the report of r
subject on a five-point sca1e, rangirg from "not at aIL" to
" very much . tt
Beliability of tE Tjta1 Score: The degree to ruhich
an individual holds his rank in a group as a function of
the various splits among the items in the inventory.
Beriabil-ity of Lhe Situational scores: As a function
of the various sprits arnong the modes of response, Lhe degree
to urhich an individual holds his rank in a grcup.
13
REIiabilitv of the fYlode-of Besponse Scores: As a
role of the various splits among situations, the extent to
uhich rank is maintained within a group by an individual.
Coefficient of Equivalence: The degree to ruhich turo
measures of the same general trait agree, establishing internal
test consistency.
Q.oefficient o.f StabiliU: The degree to urhich subjectsr
responses stay consistent over a period of time.
Aqqression: The intentional response an individual
makes to inflict pain or harm on another individual (St),
tthletic ALqression: The initiation of violent or
vigorous entanglement.urithin the realm of sport (St).
A"S.tir" nqq""==irg: Aggressive behavior urhich has
as its goal the infliction of injury on another individual (gt)
Instrumental Aggression: Aggressive behavior urhich has
as its qoal attainment of a particular reward (gt).
Eonformist Aggression: Aggressive behavior in ac-
cordance with the compliance of significant others (tA).
i!_o-,,tiIitl': An attitudinal response that endures: an
implicit response involving negative f eelings ( or i11 r,ui11)
and ne gative evaluations of peoole and events.
Ice Hockey, Lacrosse, Soccer Athlete: A member of
one of the above inr,ercollegiate varsity or junior varsity
teams urhc is not participating in any other intercollegiate
sport during the time of this investigation.
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Delimitations of Study
The study had the follouring delimitations imposed
on it:
t. The study involved maler college age varsity
and junior varsity athletes involved in one of the three
contact sports.
2. 0ne method of data collection--se1f-report
measure--was used.
Limitations of Study
Limitations inherent in this study includes:
1. The results may be generalized to collegiate
athletes participating in contact sports.
Self-observation and observation of behavior
techniques of data collection were not used. Thus results
obtained using such techniques cannot be compared to t'he
results of this study.
Chapter 2
REVIEN OF BELATED LITERATURE
For the purpose of this study, the review of related
literature had its eoncentration in the following five areas!
(1) protegDmena to sports personaliLy research, (Z) person-
ality research paradigms! trtrnsistency versus situational
specificity, (S) person-situation interaction paradigm,
(A) AN0VA psychology: interactionist position, and (S) summary.
The person-situation interaction paradigm literature had its
contrentration in the classical interactionist liLerature, and
moder.n f ormulations. The AN0VA psychology area ulas f urther
subdivided into Iimitations of interactionist research, and
criticism of interactionist researtrh.
Prolegtrmena to Sports Personality Research
The concept of personality, hourever defined, has been
one of the most extensively analyzed areas in psychology.
Indirect evidentre of the interest in personality lies in the
wealth of research literature utilizing personality as a
variabte. For example, in the reviews of the general area
of personality presented in the Annual Review of Psychology
over a 10 year period, from 1967 to 1976 (Sg,68,?4,75,96,101,
138r141,145,151), over 3,000 references ilere cited by the
authors.
The interest in personality has not been restricted
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sole1y to clinical and experime,rtal psychology, however.
0ver the past years, those concerned with athle+-ics--physical
educators, coaches and sports psychologists--have increasingly
turned their attention tourard the FersonaliLy dynamics of
sports participation. The original impetus for research in
this area undoubtedly was caused by man's inability to adjust
to the tromplexities of sport and society, trr by physical
educators, coaches and other seeking to justify their existence
in the academic urorld (Sa). n number of reviews have appeared
in the physical education and psychology of sport literature
summarizing current research concerned with the relationship
of personality to athl.etics (tt, 13,22,24,29,30,39,71 r98, 115,
116,126,129,140,'146), Illartens ( t tS) fras identified ZO2
references to sport and personality, excluding unpublished
master t s and docteral theses and studies, u.lhich have exami ned
the relationship between specific personality characteristics
and motcr hehavior or physical fitness. In fact, of these
refe:entres, all published between 1953 and 1973, it was
deternine-J t.hat cne in five papers was a revieuJ.
And, urhile the majority of these reviews have appeareL
enly rr:cently, 'Lhis is no ref lection of physical educators,
and sports psychologists' longstandinq interest in personarity.
The reviews ci'Led above dear r,uith investigat ions published
since 196n. Two comprehensive reviews prior to this date
were published by cofer and Johnson (tg) and scott (rao) and
related to investigations in sports personality undertaken as
early as 1941 (94). As Krolt (zgr34g) nas pointed out, ,,the
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profession of physical education has long been aulare of i.he
importance of personality variables in its conduct of edu-
cational physical activity programs." Houever, research
findings relative to the study of personality and physical
performance reveal a mosiac of contradictions and an atmosphere
of prevaiting confusion. Husman's (Se: OS) statement that,
"our research should be based on strme theoretical concept,
instead of continuing to probe in the dark uriLh inadequate
too1s, number of subjects and poor desigosr" is germane to
the research to date.
From 1969 to 1974 a number of significant papers
(2g,4?,146,159) have draun attention to the facL that person-
ality evaluation and studies in sport personality have been
erroneous, predominantly because of methodological problems.
The analyses of the research undertaken to date all make the
same tronclusion. There stil1 seems to be very Iittle known
about personality as related to r:hysical performance.
Ryan (lAZ), concerned urith the direction being taken,
pointed out the contradiction= bet ruer n the questions being
asked and the methodology being adopted to answer these
quest ions. He f urther indica,'.ed that no advance has been
made in knowledge of personality and !hysical activity for the
past 15 years.
Krolt (zgz362) added strenqth to Ryan's statement in
pointing out Lhat:
Any honest appraisal of the u:ork in athletic perstrnatity
must concrude that the picture is unsel-t1ed. 0n1yclinical interpretalions have been able to come up ruithanything approaching a definite conclusion ruhile studies
1B
witlr objective measures of personality continue Lo offer
conf li"ting results.
In defense of the last decade of sport personality
research, Straub (S0) stated that more is known about the
psychological factors underlying performance, and implied
that there is nou a better understanding of the athlete's
needs, motives, aspirations, and desirES. Antithetical to
Straubrs opinion is Rushall's {+lrtAa) conclusion thal,
"a relationship between perstrnality variables and physical
performance does not appear to exist." Rushalt (qr48,49r160)
has made clear his reservations as to the importance of
personality in athletic Perftrrmance.
Before an examination of the research in sports
personality can proceed effectively, it is essential to
clearly understand urhat is meant by the term sports personality
and nrhat it actually encompassEs. According to lYlartens (tt0z14),
"personality is an abstraction Br a hypothetical construc+.ion
from or about behavior.rt The objectives or goals of the field
of personality are to obtain valid information and reliable
empirical data of behavior in order to understand and ultimately
predict behavior. The culturally directed importance of
achieving excellence in athletics might be facilitated by
predicting athletes' psychic make-up or competitive behavioral
patterns. Sports personality, then, is generally that branch
of total personality research that places an emphasis on Lhe
understanding or prediction of behavior in a sport context.
An examination of the research in sports personarity
uril1 reveal Lhat two goals or purposes have been operaLive.
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lYtartens ( t t 0) outli nes Lhese as bei ng:
1. The determination ef the role that sport plays in
personality development or change.
2. The determination of the influence of personality on
sport performtsflcE.
The emergence of such goals within the realm of sport psycho-
logy has been due somewhaL to the acceptance that parLicipation
in sport has some kind of positive psychosocial value and
furthermore, increased knourledge of an athleteIs behavior
may be of value in inproving performartEE. These tuo goals
are inseparably interucven and the knonrledge gained of
immense value. 
-
The above goals encompass other rnore specific goals
outlined by sport personality researchers ( t t ,21 ,29,47,98,1 62) .
HorsfaIl ( tSZ) has provided a succinct and plenary account
of the goals of sport persBnality research, the current status
of such research and the inherent problems facing further
researchr on the basis of past experiences and ctrntrlusions.
1n ;-n attemgt to eliminate some of the confusion in
sport personality assessment, and to possibly moderate the
interp-'etation ef unsettled research, Krolt (ZS) has suggested
several possible hypotheticaL models that could plausibly
be tested.
1. There may be a set of personality factors which
prompt individua].s to elect participation in a particular
sport.
2. No pattern exists urhich is assotriated ilith initial
2A
.entry into a sport, but either by modificalion of existinq
and alterable personality factorsr or attrition of inappro-
priate patterns only those posessing suitable or alterable
patterns urill be successful.
3. Both neophytes and successful veterans possess dis-
similar and nondiscriminate patterns.
'4. A similar pattern may exist at entry, but participation
and attrition results in a dissimilar and nondiscriminant
pattern among suecessful veterans.
5. 0pposite discriminatory patterns may be demonstrated
in untried novices and successful veterans.
Although support for each of these five models is
scarce, Kro1l (Zg) impiies thaL evidence from a paralleI
search for physical success prerequisites and distinguishing
characteristics suggest that model possibilities other than
the more attractive ones (models one and two) merit careful
consideration. Krolt (29:360) states that, "b1and acceptantre
of any preconceived and poorly verified paradigm can be
disruptive to productive research eff orts.', Husman's (sa:ss)
review displayed the vast array of conflicting results and
implied a sort of predilectio,r:o models one and tuo by his
statement that "such confricting evidence . . . is undoubtedly
due to instrumentation and methodological inaccuracj_es."
A number of reviews (t1,17,29,162) have attempted to
isolate the probrems involved in sport personality research.
lllartens ( t t0 ) p."sented a complete breakdourn of the errtrrs
that are prevalent in sports Fersonality literatUrEr These
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errors include nrethodological, interpretative, and conceptual
prBb1Effis. After an appraisal of the meLhodological and inter-
pretative errors, the follouring area--personality research
paradigms--wi11 have its concentration in urhat is considered
by many (2g,146,155) to be the most outsLanding problem,
namely, the conceptual problem.
lYluch of the research in sport personality assessment
has floundered upon methodological problems that could have
been overtrome urith insight. Such problems in=lude the
inabiliby to clearly operationalize important variables, the
employment of poor sampling procedures, and the use of in-
appropriate statistical analyses (ttO). IYlorgan (lZS) proposed
that the lack of rigorous definition for the irrdependent
variables has conLributed to what he referred to as the
t'general confusion" in sport personality assessment. Speci-
fically, fllorgan mentioned the failure to control for the
multiple group participation (i.e., is an athlete that wresLles
and plays lacrosse an individual versus team versus ccmbative
versus non combative sport part ieipant? ) and the f ailur- : tt:
adequately define grBUp affiliation (-i.e., should the athlete
that practices with a team but does not play be classilied
as a participant?).
Although rich sourtres have accumulated for guiding
statistical manipulations of obtained personality data, the
problem of horu to secure adequate and/or appropriate data
persists. The appropriate choice of statistical anarl,sis is
dependent on the researcher I s conceptual r,rodel of personality,
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sueh atSr urhether or not he bel.ieves that certain aspects can
be separated from the individualrs total persBnality. At{0VA
psychology, however, is gradually diminishing the errors that
octrur through the use of less appropriate statistical tools
(e.g., multiple t tests). Application of multivariate sta-
tistical analysis has further been emphasized (tOSr1O4,115).
lllartens ( t tS t 173) also considers this problem:
A final methodological concern is the predominance of
research employir-:g a univariate approach. IYlan has
intuitively knourn, and is rapidly learning from Lhebehavioral scientres, that human behavior is complex and
not based on single cause and effect relationship.
Same attempts have been made to rectify the weaknesses
in methodslogy. Krol1 and his co-workers (loZr 103 ,1o4) have
demonstrated a rigororis exper.i-mental design and an imaginative
application of statistics in their investigations of person-
ality and athletics. For example, Kroll and Peterson (loa),
in an investigation of personality characteristics, compared
the utiiization of univari-ate, as contrasted to multivariate
analysisr zrs two statistical analytical methods and demon-
strated the feasibility of the latter approach as a pourerful
tool for analyzing personality profiles.
A fourthr Erfld probably the major problem in most
sport perstrnality research, has been the use of inappropriate
measures of personar.ity dispositions. ffluch of the research
has used objective invenLories as a baseline assessment of
personality. SeIect'icn of such personality tests is usually
based on convenience to the investigator rather 1fisn the
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underlyi.ng conceptual structure of Lhe Lest. Smith (taO)
reports that in srightly over a decade, mtrre than 30 tests
purporting to measure personality have been reported in the
Besearch Quarterly. Singer (ss) spoke of four inventories
as those most often being used by investigators dealing ruith
athletic personality: The cattell Sixteen Personarity FacLor
Questionnaire (tonr), the california psychologicar Inventory
(Cef ), the IYiihnesoLa lllultiphasic Personality Inventory (mmet),
and the Edwards Personal Preference schedule (rRns). These
have been useful in considering communalities and in examinirrg
personality as a variable in sports participatj-on. However,
these tests, although prestigious and rue11 constructed (laa),
are not unanimously accepted by theorists as "t'te" all-inclusive
tests of persBnality. 5mith (l+A) tists some of the criticisms
urhich have been leveled at the nonprojective trait-oriented
tests as being: trait profiles do not fully describe and
account for the "whole" personality, they lack pou:er in
interpretation of the meaninQful organization and interrela-
tionships betueen facets of the personality, and that LrrE
factor scales are not independent. It is more important to
note that these personality tests all embody the trait treory
as their main premise. Bushalr (t00) implies that the generar-
trait measurement model r EFlcompassed by its psychological
theory is losing ground in its acceptance and proselytizatiun
by psychologists (".g., Klein, Barr, and lllolitzky ( tOt) ).
In conclusion, Buteher ( 10: 13) sLates that:
. . . in this era of remarkable progress in science and
technology, it is sobering to think that our most uridely
used instruments for personality assessment Here published
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20 or more years ago.
Three interpretative errors are identified by lIlarLens
(tto) r=: inferring causal relationships frorn purely trBr-
rerationar evidence, reporting generalizaLions unsupported by
empirical eviderrce, and at present an isolated problem,
clinically assessing personarity frcm prognosis of success
and remediation of any observed deficiencies. These research
errors tran and must be overcome if sport personality assessment
is to be considered urorLhurhire. Illethodological and inter-
pretative errtrrs are relatively easy to correct. The latter
requires the simple cessalion of such practices, urhile the
former, requires the incrusion of more powerfur statistical
procedures and careful sampling of subjects.
Illagnusson (toa,lag) nas pointed to the important
distinction b.:tueen personality theories and their measurement
moders. This most problematic methodblogicar aspect of
personality research is the assessment of personarity dis-
positions. This probrem is ciosely related to the EDnceptual
diff i;ultres ruhich f ace sports personality and ri.rilr be dealt
with as sutrh.
Before proceeding to the "tronceptual probrem,, area,
in reference to the controversial issues regarding the proper
scientific paradigms, orientationsr or models used for studying
personarity outlined by Illartens ( t t o) , it may be a propos at
this point to rev ieur the relat i.onship beLween sport and
aggrEssion.
F eu psycholog.ical ryariables have more importance f or
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.athletes than that of aggression. compeLition is inherently
frustrating, since sporLs are designed to frustrate and confuse
the trpponent. ltrlinning usuarry involves mental injury to an
opponent, and sometimes physicar as urert. That is, a team
cannot succeed urithout beating their Bpponent. If a team
does not expect to win, there will be less frusLration, thus
perhaps less aggression {sa). Psychologists differ in their
analysis of trtrmpetition onry in detail, but alr generalry
agree as to the essentials. These involve:
(t) Turo or more units, either individuals or groups,
engage in pursuing the same reruards, r.uith (Z) these
reu:ards so defined that if they are attained by any one
unit, there are fewer reruards for the other units inthe situation. The losing unit is clearly frustrated(o: r78).
Turo f undamental views of aggression are r,uidely supported,
the instinctive vieur as advocated by Lorenz (go), storrs (ss),
and others and the learned view as originally proposed by
Dollard and others (ts), and modified by Berkoruitz (o).
Lorenz (s0) reaffirmed the instinctive basis of aggression,
althougtr giving environmental fact,ir:- an important role in
the trccurrence of aggressive behavior by referring to "eli.citing
cues" of " releasers" 
'uhich " Lri-qger" the instictual aggressive
tendencies. Singer ( sa) considers this vieru the most *.ride1y
accepted vieu.r of aggression, even thougl-, ther.= is a lack of
empirical evidence to support iL.
The seccnd major view of aggression aLtributes greater
srgnifieanee to learning and situational factors than to
instinctive prtrcessess; aggression resul-ts frsm the frustration
or the block of a goal directed resptrnse. Berkouritz (o) has,
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f or the rnosL part r rE jected the f irst view, and has modif ied
somewhat the hypothesis of Dollard and others (tS). Berkoruitz's
ffiaptation of the f rustration-aqgression hypothesis has
gained eonsiderable empirical support. Actrording Lo Berkowitz,
anger resulting from frustration does not lead directly to
口rP,Si'ユ.lνt_9re早les a readiness f口r a口日ress■ve ttCt50
Suitable aggressive trues (associated with either the present
or previous anger instigators) are necessary ftrr aggressive
behavior to otrtrur. The strength of the aggressive cue value
and the degree of readiness jointly determine the strength
of aggressive response.
Since hostility may be inferred from certain kinds of
aggression, the turo may be confused. However, :ct all hostile
responses are necessarily aggressive, since at times responses
are not verbalized in the presence of the opponent. 0n f-he
other handr not all verbal aggression implies the presence
of hostitity (89). For example, in the course of the game
an attack that is contained in a string of oaths and cL,rses
is usually associated with rage but not urith the mtrre et:Cur- nq
iI1 urill of hostility. The athlete urhc "blows his top" by
swearing at an opponent is less likely to hold a grudge zfter
the game. lTIost instrumental aggression has ntr hostile element;
the opponent is not hated. Thus hostility can occur in the
absence of aggression, and aggression can occur without
hostility.
Hostility is by implication a dispositional response'
i.E. , it may lead to aggression. lllhether or not aqgression occurs,
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however, is rerated noi onry to the intensity of the hostile
response, but also to the ha.bit sLrength of aogression. The
relationship betr,ueen hos+-ility and aggressiorr depends in large
part on urhether they are initially elicited by the same stimulus.
Although these tws aspects of behavior--aggression and
hostility--are often crustered together, they may be treated
seperately. Horuever, Endler and Hunt (aa) considered these
turo aspects as synonymoUS, anc aenerally subsumed hostility
into the aggressive behavioral category. Time and space does
not warrant further discussion of either vieu:s of aggression
Br their respective modificat,iEns.
Regardless of r4hich Lheory of aggression is adopted,
when ;he mr:ti.vation f or an aggressive acL is assessed, it
is possible to diFferentiate overarl aggressive behavior
into certain r:ategories. These interrelated categories may
depict certain qualities of both violence and vigor in an
athletic context. 
i
Layman (so:328) provides the follouring def initions:
Buaccive aggression involves a goal-response . . .the injury Bf the person or group of persons aqainst uhomthe attack is directed. The person ( group) i= perceiver:J3s the "enemy" u.rhe has been the agent-of frustration, thesoLrce of some noxious stimulus, or the oriqinator of athreat of frustration or unpleasantness of ior= kind.
rnstrumental aggression is attack in which the pri-
,?"y goal is not the injury of the erremy, but atLainmentof a reward. Instrumental aggression does not invorve
anger and is not a response to frustration or noxiousstimuli.
Fromm (te:zol) defines conformisL aggression as:
.' . o tromprising of various acts of aqgression that areperformed not because the aggressor is-driven by the desireto destroy, but because he is told to do str and considers
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it his duty to obey orders. . . . 0bedience as a con-.
sequence of the need to conf orm urill in many cases mobi'.ize
aggressive impurses that oLherwise might not have become
manifest.
lllhether aggression in contact sports is primaril y reatrtive,
instrumental , and/or conformist in naLurer Ers r,ue11 as whether
its octrurrence can best be understood in terms of an instinctual
or situationar theoretical position, are basic questions to
the understanding of the phenomenon. However, they are
beyond the sctrpe of tl-re present stud y.
0lweus (++) considers that both situational and hab-
itual determinants of an aggressive response must be taken
systematically into account. He implies that "interatrtionist"
position (Z:.qter (Sg) ) in relation to hurnan aggression, f rom
the basis of mainly animal research, must be adopted. This
position is supported by Berkowitz (a+), Feshbach (eg),
Moyer (tZl) and others.
The assessment of aggress,ion in sport is an important
but difficult task that suffers from several specific problems,
one of urhich is person pertreption. Another problem that con-
iuses the assessment of any personal construct involves the
presence of several levels of functioning of Lhat characteristic.
Holtzman (gs) has icentified four 1evels for the "hostility"
construct. This investigator has choser. to ure the second
or "inferred conscious self" 1eve1, which is to be assessed
using a non-projective 5-R (situation-resFonse) p""sonality
inventory.
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Personality Research Paradigms: ConsisLency
Versus Situational SpecificiLy
The general reference to "conceptual problems" is
used in reference to the dilemma of urhat should be regarded
as the appropriate paradigm for sports psychologists to adopt.
Turo such personality paradigms have been in rivalry urith each
other over the past decade in the personaliLy literature. 0ne
paradigm is the trait or dispositional approach, and the other
is the situational approach, supported by the advocates of
social learning theory, amonq others.
For years personality theorizing has been dominated
by the trait assumption that there are pervasj-ve cross-sit-
uational consistencies in an individualrs beharvior. Sport
personality research has al-so adopted this posiLion urhole-
heartedly. Trait Lheory advocates stable intra-crganismic
constructs such as "traits," "psychic structures," or "internaL
dispositions, " as the main determinants of behavioral variiai:ion.
Trait psychologists, then, search for consistencies j.n behavior
across situations, although, they do not dismiss the g'ifer-;t
of the situation completely.
Three possible meanings of behavioral ( react i-:r:s)
consistency have been distinguished by fflagnusson ( t08,109).
Relative consistency--"the rank order of a set of individuals
across siLuati.ons" (lOzl)--has been examined in most of the
empirical studies relevant to the consistency-situational
spetrificity (person by situation interaction) issue.
A third and more fundamental meaning of consistency--
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coherence--is adopted by tYlagnusson (tOS). Coherence refers
to behavior that is inherently laurful and hence predictable
urithout necessarily being stable in either absolute (another
meaning distinguished by lliagnusson) trr relative terms.
Coherence means that the individual's pattern of sLable or
changing behavior across situations of different kinds is
characterized by the individual and may be interpreted in
a meaningful uray r.uithin the interactional paradigm (le ,81 ,1O7,
108r109). For example, an athlete behaves differently in
various sport situations, but the rank order of his behavior
across a number of different sport situations may stilI be
predictive. An invest.igation sf the relative consistency
atrross dissimilar situations has been conducted in sport (tSS,
15?), similar to empirical studies undertaken elseruhere (AZ,
83,86) .
In sport personality research, it has often been
consideled that athletes are characterized by a uniqr:e con-
sist.:ncy of behavior in the athletic event itself. Eharacter-
istics; such as aggrE-ssion, anxiety, assertion, and domj.nantre
appear to be "trtrnsistent1y" evinced during competition. This
cross. -r;tability of rank orders of individuals is a central
issue for empirical personality research ruithin t,he trait
measurement model (6 I ) .
St,raub (SO) r ero ardent advocate of "Cattel1ian" theory,
considers that the attack on facior theory techniques (17,38,
53r6C,65,80,97,116,162) has "grossly trverstated the case
against trait psychology" (S0:t79), 5Lraub (SS:taO) further
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states that:
Proponents of situationism anC interactionism fail 't e
mention that i.n some cases the trait approach to personality
does result in pourerful predictions of behavior. In the
area of delinquency for example. . .
It ruou1d appear that Straub has not considered the
trap sport psychologists often fal1 into, that of the value
of non-sport investigations. Bushalt (t0O) brought to attention
the concept of practical significance in sport personality
research.
.Not surprisingly, the trait view of behavior has also
been found lacking in recent sports studies employing the S-R
Inventory approach ( tss,157).
Antithetical to Lhe trait view of personality is
situationism, ruhich i-ras risen t: prominence because of the
popularity of behaviorism. As a 5kinnerian model of man,
situationism rejects the role of organismic or inLrapsychic
determinants of behavior. The situationists consider that
consistency of .behavior is a func+-ion of the spetrif ic resptrnse
situation, not of the underlyi,rg consistent generalizable
personality dispositions of the, atl-,Letes themselves. In
order to under.:tand and predict behavior in a sport context,
those urho advocate situationisr, r:onsider i t paramount to have
a greater unders+'anding of the psychological ( and physical)
characteristics oi the specific response situaLions in
athletic events.
A basic issue in the trait consistency-situational
specificity debate is whether behavior can be atlributed to
some underlying causal mechanism (i.e., a traitr ztS for
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example "aqgression" ) or urhethe-: a summary labeI has been
applied to a specific observed behavior in a specific tron-
text (tte). mischef (=e,118), SelIs (t+z), and utallace (lt+g)
support the latter vierl; individual differences in behavior
are attributable to specific response potenLials urhich are
activated by specific situations. Thej.r model provides for
trans-situational differences in behavior urlthin individuals.
tllischef ( t t e) provided a sLrong criticism of Lrait
theory, and proposed an alternative approach to the study of
personality based trn a social learning model. As indicated
previously, ltlischel ( gA) would pref er to attribute individual
differences in behavior to specific response- potentials u.rhich
are activated by spetrific situations. fYlischef (ttA) lists
five categories of person variables urhich contribute to the
individual differences in response potential. Inasmuch as
there are uride individual differentres in these person
variabres, there may stj-1r be cross-situational ctrnsistency
amon(t individuals in certain situations. This illustraLes
the case rtheie the nature of the behavioral situation is such
that it has a eonsistently significant effect on all individuals.
lllisch:1 (ttgzZTB) noted that.
Psychological "situatiBns" and "treatmenLs" arepourerful to the degree Lhat Lhey lead all perstrns to
construe the particular events Lhe same way, induce
uniform expectancies regarding the most appropriate
response patLern, provide adequate incentives for theperformantre of that response pattern and instilr theskills netressary for its satisfacLory construction and
executior,
competitive athletics contains numerous instances
where the "psychologicaJ. situation,, or ,'Lreatment', is
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sufFicently powerful, when the stimulus everrt is of suffjcient
magnitude that relatively tronsistent behavior is displayed by
the totar group (tt). Some situations encountered in an ice
hockey game, for example, are similar enough to produce
similar aggressive reactions from all team members. The range
of individuar differences is reduced and heightened aggres-
siveness is demonstrated universally in ar1 ice hockey players
when their trne-on-Bne encounter is isolated and vierired by all
coaches and teammates. In situations, as thsse Found in a
competitive sport, when the stimulus event(s) is of sufficient
magnitude, individual differences in behavior are relatively
small. This fact in itself might be trne reason urhy physical
educators, coaches and sports personarity researchers hold to
the position that there are identifiable consistencies in
personarity charaeteristics amtrng varigus athretic grtrups.
. Bushalf (+e), and Rushall and Siedentop (+g) have
attempted to apply situationism Lo behaviors in the sport
settingsr with some sutrcess. They have developed a Skinnerian
application of situationism to sport, in utiiizing applied
behavioral antrlysis. However, one should not confuse the
application of situationism ir, arpplied. settings with the model
used to describe personality.
Those urho advocate the situationist position do not
totally refute cross-situational consistency or generalizability
of behavitrr. However, it appears that there is no reastrn to
assume that there should not be uide differences among
athletes in the person variables, i.e., it is expected that
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behavior uril1 dif f er trans-situat ionally r.uithin individuals.
Block (OS:ZtO) has suggested some contreptual reasons
for the apparent inconsistenEy of personality including:
(") the mixing of behaviors of different leveis of
salience, (U) tne failure to recognize the effect of
environmental factors, (.) the comparison of behaviors
mediated by different underlying variables, and (O) thefailure to specify or to retrognrze the bounds ruithin
urhich the posited relationship may be expected to exist.
1tlallach and LeggetL ( tSO), summing up the controversy
over the extent to uhich behavior is cross-situationally con-
sistent versus situationally specific, feel that it is a
pseudo-controversy, due to erroneous assumptions. They vieu.r
the error as assuming that consistency ofl behavior lies upon
f inding evidence f or traits of dispositions, uhich -'in their
opinion are only "presumtative indicators of an underlyinq
hypothetical entity of some kind '' ( 1 50:6 1 2) .
Bem (0S) reiterates Mischel's (Sa: ttZ) former position
and supports the above ctrntention thaL although personali',y
theories have been dominated by the assumption ofl trross
situational consistencies in behavior, Lhere is 1ittle emp:.r-
ical support for this position. The empirical results urith
respect to cross-situational consistency have rarely ),ielded
validity coefficients for measures of personality traits above
.50 and are typically about .30, accounting for about 10
percent of the relevant variantre, a trivial amount (3BrBZ19?,
117),
mischel (11721012) has indicated that "it may be use-
ful to distinguish between consisLency in various types of
human activity." There is evidence for cogniLive and intel-
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lectual cross-situation consistency and stability over time.
However, urith respect to social behavior and noncoqnitive
personalitv characteristics the trans-situational consistency
is not very hiqh. Argyie and Little (0t) have provided
evidentre in favor of situational factors rlith respect to
social behaviorr Ers too have Endler (Zg), Endler and ShedIetsky
( aA) , in social conf ormity. Illischet (SA) has reviewed the
evidence in favor of situational specifici+"y for such character
traits as aggression, attitudes to authority, conformity,
dependency, rigidity and many other noncBgnitive perstrnality
variables. It appears from these results, and those of Endler
and his co-workers (AS,eS) in regards to anxiety and hostility,
that ,rne cannot general-ize from one trait to another with
respect to consistency.
tllischelrs ( ttgz25a) social learning retronceptualization
of personality is a denial of the uidely held view that "social
behavicr theory, especially in its emphasis on the discrimin-
ativ.:ness (tspecificityt) of behavior, implies a ,person-
alityJessr riew of manr" although, the general tenor of this
present vieru is that traits are sti11 noL defensible concepLs.
Bowers (00) provided an extensive critique of sit-
uationism in terms of iLs metaphysical, psycholoqical, and
methodological assumptions. He claims that although situationism
has served as a necessary and urarranted corrective to a trait
approach, it has gone too far in the direction of rejectinq
the role of organismic cr intrapsychic determinants of
behavior (e.g., Bem (os).) In a summarizatisn of the resurts
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.from 11 articles, Bourers (40) found that neither the situation
nor the person per se ilere the main determinants of behavior.
Thus, over reliance uFon situationism has fastened our aL-
tention upon behavior changer so that behavioral cBnsistency
is overlooked. Bowers (00) suggests that behavioral con-
sistencies are more apt to emerge when correlational or
interactional analyses are appried. By these analyses, there
is behavioral consistency urithout a trait expranation ofl it.
The primary conclusive factor Lo be ascertained from
Bourerst review is that apProximately twice as much behavioral
variation was accounted for by the interaction of the person
and the situation as from either of them per sEr Demonstrated
by statistical analysi'.-, this j.nteraction ef fect ruourd seem
to be in line with reason.
rt urould appear, then, that trrrit psychology has over-
emphasi.zed internal consistencies of behavior to the neglect
of the environment (situations), irhile situationism has held
the environment at the expensu of individual consistency.
rn the forlowing sections, a trese.ril.- be devr:1oped for a
construct of rrediation, the interaction paradiqm.
Person-Situation Interaction paradigm
As a viable alternative to both the trait, vieur of
personality and situationism, interactionism views man's
behavior as a product of both the situation and the Ferson--
an advocation of "mutual involvement." The interaction
paradigm considers situalion and person variables as trtr-
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determinarrts of behavior urithout spetrifying either as primary
or subsidary. Instead the primacy of situation and person
variables is dependent upon the sample of people studied and
the particular situations they are in.
0lureus (+S) distinguished four different meanings of
the terms "interatrt" and "interaction." These terms have
been used in tr.uo Cif f erent ulaysr ( a) in the st aListical sense
of the uordr reflecting interactions of the main factors
within a data matrix (cf. Endler (40)), and (U) in a model
of behavior integrating person mediating variables, perscn
reaction variables, and situational variables ta describe and
maintain itself. 0verton and Reese (+S) differentiate these
turo models of interaction as "mechanistic" inte:raction and
"dynami-c" interaction (AO). The mechanistic meaning of inter-
action is connected urith a mechanistic measurement model for
interactional behavior. This model implies a distiction
betureen dependent and independent variables and the tsssu,'rrpt:.on
of an additive, linear relation betrueen situation and person
factors. The dynamic model, stresses an interaction protre5s
in which persons and situations form rln inextricably inter-
woven structure. This model of behavicr implies that ttte
traditionar distinction betureen dependent and independent
variables may not be very useful. Endler (a0,81), supporls
the mechanistic approach as a viable moder arthough c1ear11,,
it is not appropriate for sLudies of ihe dynamic interaction
process within the interactional model of behavior.
lllagnusson and E ndler ( SZ) , in dif f erentiating the
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two models--mechanislic and dynamic--postulate four different
subcategories of mechanistic interaction, urhich may be inves-
tigated in reference to reaction variables. In statistical
terms, significant interaction could be observed between
perstrns and situations; persons and modes of response; sit-
uations and modes of responsei and a three-ilay matrix for
persons, situations, and modes of respofisE.
Both Endler (40,81), and Ekehammar (lA) have stressed
the close association between interactionism anC the variance
components approach. It has been contended that only the
development of tttis technique has made it possible "ttr put
the interactior ist thr:ery to a more direct, empirical test
(lAz iU44)." flloreover, Ekehammar (zazt034) stated thaL:
The empirical evidence supported almost uithout exception
the interaetional vieru, ruhich means that the relative
magnitude of the Person x SiLuation interaction variance
was usually greater than the relative magnitude of theperstrn or situation variance.
Thus, it appears that the link between this interactional
position and the variance tromponent approach, in particular
the relative magnitude of the person by situation interaction
variance is quite strong. This link will be further elaborated
upon irr the follouring secti.on.
According to End1er and lllagnusson (rct+), the basic
elements of the person by situation interaction model can be
summarized as f ollorus:
1. Actual behavior is a function of a continuous feedback
process between the individual and the environment.
2. The individual is an intentional active parl of this
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interaction procESS.
3. 0n the person side of the interactional equation
(A=f(PxS)), cognitive factors are the essential determinants
of behavior although emotional factors cannot be discounted.
4. 0n the sj-tuation side, the psychological meaning of
the situation for Lhe individual is the crucial determining
factor.
0n the issue of behavioral trtrnsistency, it is suggested
that there is nB need to look for stability acrtrss situaLi.ons,
but to seek out the specific ways in which individuals adjust
their behavior to suit situational demands. It is netressary
to look for the ways individuals react to classes of situations
that have a personal meaning for them. The reason this
strategy is important is that one of the basic assumptions
of interactionism is that indivi-dual behavicr is mtrre similar
across.situati.o,ts that are pertreived and interpreted as similar
by the individual (ll). 
.
In relation to sport Jrersonality research, it is clear
that interactionism is a viabl e ap:ro lch. Illartens ( t t 0)
expressed the concern about the trend in research to sr,uing
from the trait paradigm Lo the cpposite extreme--the sit-
uational paradigm. In the light of this trend he rurote:
Because t.he interactional paradigm is cDnceptually
unchall-enged and is empirically urarranted, sport person-
ologists can avoid situationism and proceed directly to
the development of interactional paradiqms (tt0122).
Classical Interactionist Literature
By reviewing different classical theories of psychology,
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it is ai'gued that the modern interactionist conceptualization
is not new in personality psychology. Ekehammar (la) provides
a detailed review of the interactional position from a histor-
ical perspective.
Probabiy one of the first attempts touuards an inter-
actionist conceptualization was made by Kantor (ZS,26). In
his consideration of the "mutual interacLion of the organism
and the environment" (zzz=al), and in relation to the unit of
study, Kantor (zazez) stated that it shourd be "the individual
as he interacts urith all the various types of situations
which constitute his behavior circumstancEs.rr
Koffka (ze), although involved primarily ruith perceptien
rather than personality, rnade a cleardistinctir.ln betrueen the
"qeographical" (physical) and "behavioral" (p=y"ho1ogica1)
environment and postulated that the latter ruas a resurt of
the interaction between the physical environment and the
organism,
Leurin (52,33,34,35) also emphasized the physical
psychological environment distincti.on. The psychologicrrl
environment was stressed, however, rather than the physical.
A signif icant f actor in Ler,ui nian theory uras the conceF.,1 ural-
ization of the situation as a uhole. tllith respect to the
measurement of the ctr'mptrnents in the individual-environment
system, Lewin (=S) suggested that the same conceptual dimensions
shsuld be used in order to permit quantitative compari.sBns.
This idea has been used in recent AN0vA apprications ta
interactional data.
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Angyal (S) u:enL further ihan Leuin in stressing Lhe
individual environment systerns aS an inseparabla entity.
Expressed in modern interactionist Lerminology, the position
seems to imply that behavioral variance can be explained
not just by the variance of any single component but only
adequately by their interactj.ons.
tYturray (+t), together urith Lewin, has of ten been
regarded as the theorist paying greatest attention to the
issue of individual-environmental interaction (Pervin (tS0)) .
A discerning f eature of Ilturray's theory ulas that the relevant
characteristics of the person were expressed in terms of needs,
and those of the environment in terms of press, ruhich stood
f or r,eed satisf action and need f rustration. Illurray's detailed
but tentative classifactory dimensions, alloured for individuals
and situatior:s to be described in the same dimensional system.
Leurin (S:) made a similar point, but u,as by nB means as
explicit about r.uhich tronstructs to employ. IYlurray (trZ) stressed
the reciprocity of the person and situation in essentially
the same u,a/ as Leu;-n and Kantor, ( "N) P" and " Pt N" ) , although
in terms of needs (N) and press (P).
The Biosocial Theory oF lllurphy (aO) tran also be seen
to lean touards an interactionist view. Illurphy depicted the
organism not as an encapsulated unit, but rather'as an organ-
izing point in a fieId. Based upon this conceptualization,
he proposed that the man-world relation or organism-environmenL
field should be studied. Further, flurphy (40:86?-891) gave
a good comparative discussion of the situationist versus the
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field theory (interactionist) position. However, a "deficiency"
in lllurphy's biosocial theory was the lack of environmenL--
physical contra psychological. This distinction uras clearly
made by Kof fka, Lewin, and lllurray.
Rotterts (a0) social learning theory approach to
personality overcomes the deficiencies of Murphy's (a0)
theory. Rotter coined the term "meaningful environment" in
reference to the significance of t,he environment to the
individual. Botter pointed out the need for an objective
description of the situation j.f psytrhol-ogy was to know the
meaning of situations for individuals, and thus, paved the
way f or the analyses 
.of situations ( gO, 1O7 ,11O,142) ,
Jessor (SS,tOO) firmly indicated that psychology should
be defined in terms of the organism-environmental interactions
when he stated, "0ur definition of psychologyr therefore
excludes the study of organism or physical environments per
sEr as behavior may nst be referred to either alone" (tOoz773).
He roted like Rotter (AA), that personality thecrists must
take intq r.onsideration the development of an adequate
psychological data language to describe the environment.
Jesr,o: (tOO), therefore, argued for a phenomenological
personality theoryr employing constructs referring to the
psychological environment.
Pervin (tS0) mas also concerned with the problem of
an objective description of individuals and situations.
tllith-out categorically prctviding a solution to the problem,
he contrluded that the ctrmplexity of human behavior makes it
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probable that future research urould be conducted urithin a
"trans-situational framemork." This framework, according
to Pervin (tSOt64), stands for the view that "the organism
and the environment are conceptualized to influentre one
another as part of a total transactional field."
Interactionism, then has a rather rich hisLory. It
can be traced back to the urorks of Kantor (za,zl) and Leurin
(SZr34), and is, furthermorEr advocated in many of the
succeeding classical riorks.
Iltodern F ermulations
[Jhereas classical interactionist vierus uere usualty
formulat,ed urithin perr';onaiity theories, more recent troncep-
tual izaLions have been in Lhe absence of such elaborate the-
ories, or at least urithout reference Lo any such theoretical
standpoinLs.
The "principle of interaction" was clearly stated by
SetIs (St,142,143) in the mi.Jdle of the 1960's. He seemingly
was able to derive a formulai: on cf Lhe probiem, at least
theoreticall'r. The significance of his formulations lay in
an understanding of the interar:tionist concept as it is
known today. This understanding can be clearly seen in
5e11sr (t+Z) 
"o,r1usitrns, that the theoreticai base can only
be advanced if the variance attribuiable to situational
factors is isoiated, and if measures of the situation are
obtained. 5e11s (tt+z) ceveleped a classificatory system
based on Lhe ideas of Sherif and Sherif (SZ), which confines
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5e11s r?xclusively to the physical-social dimensions, contrary
to most other interactionists.
An emphasis upon a behavioral approach'uo inLeraction
was also characteristic of Arnoult (+), Barker (S,AZ) and
Cattell (12,69). Barkerrs (S) approach to analysis of sit-
uations was to use mainly socio-physical characLeristics and
to describe the situation in so-called "behavior settings."
Eattell (12,?O) dealt with both the socio-physical and psycho-
logical aspects of the situation in the same framework.
According to Cattell (tZ), the classification of situations
on the basis of their psychological meaning is paramount,
but such dimensions should also relate to socio-physical
situation dimensions. '
Abelson (trZ+S) noted the serious neglect of situational
variables, and suggested that "the Iocus of appropriate
factorial investigations should shift from the individual-
difference leveI to the environment-situations 1eveI."
Abelson hoped that assessment and psychometric methsCs
urould be developed to incorporate a person-situation 
-;rte: -
action paradigm.
Vale and Vale (tt+l) troncluded that a successf.:i
psychology must come to grips urith the problem of the inter-
aetions of organisms and environment. They suggested a
research paradi.gm in which analysis of variance should be
exploited. In consideraticn of the problems in personality
research they stated:
a 0""i,".'1.*in3":.;::1il::L:::Hfi;" :i::":;!::l "inJi
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we must equip BUrselves conceptualry and methodologically
so thal relevant data may emerge and find proper inter-pretation ttt+l:1093) .'
During the recent phase of development of an inter-
actionist psychology, some attempts have been made to sum-
marize and integrate interactionist formulations and research.
Jessor's (gg1100) contributions mentioned earlier may be vierued
as an early attempt.
Pervin (tso) reviewed rerevant empirical research and
theoretical propositions of the interactionist position.
However, whereas Pervin did not provide much direct empirical
evidence, this deficiency was overcome in Bor.uers'(ao)
defense of the interactionist vieru.
Bourers (00) crrticizeri situationism from a philosophical
and methodological, as urel1 as an empirical angle. Bouers
cited 11 empirical studies urhich empllryed analysis of variance
and bore directly on the person-situation interaction issue,
as empiricar evidence against situationism. The evidence
categorically supptrrted an ir,teractionist position. The
statistical interactions implied chai; the rnajor determinants
of behavior are in the individuaL's pertreption of the sit-
uation and not the environmen'. oer sE. The main point in
Bowers' (66 2328) eognitive interactionism was that:
. . . the situation is a function of the observer inthe sense that the observer's cognit,ive schemas filLer
and organize the environment i:r i fashion that makes itimpossible cver to completely separate the environmentfrom the person.
Argyle and Little (gt) came to a similar position from
a critical examination of the trait vieur. They argued that
???
?
??
??one important way in ruhich persor:ality theories differ is
the amount of behavioral variance, "which they hypothesize
can be attributable to individuals, situations, and to
interactions' (AlzZ). Four types of variability are related
to different types of personality models: (") constant pat-
terns of behavior; (n) trait dispositions; (c) inOividual
cognitive systerns; and (O) a series of, unrelated stimulus-
response links. The authors stated that (u) and (U) ruere
nonapplicable to the area of social behavior, whereas the other
models received some empirical support. Based uptrn empirical
research, Argyle and LittIe (0t) eoncluded that the statistical
interactions may be explained by the fact that individuals
construe or perc"ir= 'tn" same environment differently.
lllischel's (118)'cognitive social reconceptualization
of personality" is a distinct orientation tourards a cognitive
psychology. The person-situation interaction issue was pene-
trated, and was totally congruent mith his own emphasis on
the "idiosyncratic organizaLion'of behavior." Like Bou:ers (eO),
IIlisc;hel ( t I A) linked the important statistical persBn x sit-
uation interactions to the individualrs constructions of the
sitt ations, thus implying a commitment to a dynamic inter-
actionist view.
Both lltischel (118) and Bomers (00) emphasized the per-
son as a function of the situation, as ueII as the situation
a function of the personi the latter through the person's
eognitive construction of the situation and active selection
and modification of situations.
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Illischel ( t t A) nas prBVided a new peneLraLion into t he
person-situation issue. His review of empirical results dici
not support the personality assumption of trans-situalional
consistency; on the contrary, it supported inconsistency or
"behavioral specificity" as the rule rather than the exception,
at least for nontrognitive personality dimensions.
AIker (00) initiated a debate criticizing fllischelrs
thinking and troncluded among other things that Mischel ignored
the person-siLuation interactions and that behavioral speci-
ficity was not incompatible urith the view of "i.ntrapsychic
consistency. " lllachter (lqa) expressed similar views stating
that inconsistent phenotypic behaviors can be exprained by
a personrs genotypicaJ. psychic structure.
. 
Bem (ag) def ended IYlischel r s arguments in opposition
to lllallach and LeggeLt ( tso), who prtrvided empirical results
supporting cross-sj-tuationar consistency. Finally, Endler (at)
argued that the lllallach-LeggeLt .:esurts sr-rpported neither
the specificity nor the consjstency pBsitions.
One may conclude from the ab,:ve debate Lhat a1l of
the theoretical vieus agree on the consistency ofl overt
behavior. HtrNever, the trai: position implies that stable,
psychic constructs ( not Iinked to the environment) can account
for these inconsistencies, uhereas the other vierus imply that
such constructs are not empiricalry validated and do not
improve descripr-isr or prediction of behavior (lA).
The past decade has seen some important discussions
of the interactional i-ssue in ctrnnection urith some rather
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extensive empirical research pro.ects, bearing directly on
the problem of person-situation interactions and behavioral
consistency. At least four relevant projects can be mentioned,
connected ruith the names of Endler and Hunt (40,81,82,83,84,
86), and lllagnusson (toz, 1c8, 109, 11c,177,112,113,114), Illoos ( tts,
720 ,121 ,122,124 ,125) , and Raush (tSZ, 1 33 ,134, 1 35 , 1 36 ) .
Baush and his co-ruorkers uere probably the first to
base interactionist formulations on direct empirical research,
employing appropriate methodology. Applying observation of
behavior, Baush, Dittmanr and Taylor (tSa) conducted a study
ruith six hyper-aggressive boys in six different settings.
The results of this lrrdr lent support to the interactionist
position as the situat,ions were seen to account for approx-
imately three percent of the total variance and persons only
turo percent, uuhereas approximalel y 1 1 percent of the variance
was attributed to the interaction of the truo main factors.
5imila^' trends were reported in a further study by Raush,
Farbman, and Llewellyn (tSO) .onducted a year later.
I rr a series of studies, tYIoos ttZO,lZ1 ,1ZZ) employed
not only observation of overt behavior techn5.ques, but also
seir-:bservation and ratings in the presence of the sit-uations
that were rated. F or example, IYloos (lZZ) 
=rployed a sample
of 10 professional psychiatric hospital staff across nine
situations in a self -observation study " The results sl-roured
that persons accounted for only seven percent and situations
13 percent of the total behavioral variance. Similar findings
ilere reported in subsequent studies conducted by llloos and
others ( t tg ,124) ,
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The Endler and Hunt (A2,83,84,86) sLudies have probably
been the most important and ure1l knoun empirical contributions
in the recent phase of interactionist psychology. Endler,
Hunt and Bosenstein (40), in 1962, developed an 5-R Inventory
of Anxiousness and adminisLered it, along urith several other
instruments, to several samples of subjects. The inventory
employed a sample of 11 situations and 14 physiological modes
of resptrnse. This investigation aimed at testing the relaLive
consistency hypothesis r.uithin the context of the trait measure-
ment model, and was, furthermore, focused upon the importance
of situational factors in trait ratings as the name of their
main research instrument ("5-R Inventory") mighL suggesL.
A three-way analysis of varianee (n[UOV*--comparison ci'rnean
squares) in the responses to the questionnaire, demonstrated
that 'uhe modes of response contributed most to the overall
variance, urith situations next, and personal differences a
distant third. In one particular sample (Penn SLate), the
situations contributed over 11 times more variance than did
individual differentres among subjects. The interactions of
the main factors were also seen to be hiqhly significant by
eustomary statistical tests. These results caused ErrdIer,
Hunt, and Bosenstein (AOzZe) to adopt a situationist stand-
point, stating:
The predominantre of situational variance over person
variance clearly supports the conte:rtion oF the socialpsychologists that knouring the situation is more importanl
for predicting behavior than knowing personal idiosyncrasies.
A reanalysis of the original 1962 data by Endler and
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Hunt, (ris), utilizing more appropriate statistical techniques
(comparison of variance), houever, 1ed to rather different
conclusions. It was determined that neither individual dif-
ferences nor situations contributed substantially, as main
sources, more than four to six percent of the total variance.
Armost a third of the variance was attributed to the simple
interactions. In view of this new evidence, Endrer and Hunt
changed their standpoint from one of leaning tou:ards sit,-
uationism to definite interaction urithin Lhe mechanistic
model . They stated ( a S: Sfa) 3
. . . the question of whether individual differences
or situations are the major source of behavioral variance,like so many issues in the history of science, turns outto be a psuedoissue. In effect there is ntr single major
source sf behavioral variance, dt least as far i= thetrait of anxiousness is concerned. Human behavior is
complex. In order to describe it, one must Lake inLo
account not only the main sources of variance . . . but
also the various simple interactions . . . and, wherefeasible, the triple interactitrn. . . .
The trait of hostility Nas examined by Endler and
Hunt (g+) atrross males and females, and subsequently com-
pared ruith the trait of anxiousneSS. The results of this
study reveared that persons constitute a sourtre of variance
for hostility nearry'four times that for anxiousness .i-n the
trase of men, and nearly three times thaL for anxiousness in
the case cf women.
Further evidence in support of the interactionist
position ilas obtained by Endler (At) uhr examined Lhe prop-
osition by Alker (00) that abnormal and normal people con-
stitute turo distinct populations. In this study, again
person x situation interaction was identified as an importanl
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sourtre of variantre in both populations, and thus, Alker's
claim that individual Cifferentres was an important source
of variance in abnormal subjects ulas refuted.
In 19?4, Endler and 0kada (AZ) established norms
for the general trait of anxiousness, using four general
situations derived from factor analysis urhich represented
physical danger, interaction with others, ambiguity, and
routine tasks. The variance componenLs were similar to that
of previous studies.
In support of the contention that cognitive variables
have a high consistenclr as apposed to social variables
nrhich have a low consistency (80), Bushton and Endler (tOt)
revealed that variance due to persons Nas 49 percent and to
the person x situation interaction, 19 percent. Situation
accounted for only four percent of the total variance.
Individual differences in cognitive (intetlectual) functioninq
across different academic situations, thereforer sEErTl to
shout remarkable cross-siLuational generality. This tron-
clusion contrasts markedly where neither Lhe person nor the
situation per se is found to be significantly large ( t0) .
Both Endler and fllagnusson (Sl ,80,109), in rationalizing
this state of affairs suggest that the consistency of the
mediat ing or intervening variables depend on Luhether such
variables are structural, contentr oF motivaLional in nature.
Itlithout doubt, the E ndler and others' sLud ies have
provided the most damaging evidence Lo both the Lrait and
situational approaches to personality assessrnent. However,
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the mechanistic interactional model is consiciered a limited
approach tc behavior research r EIS urill be discussed in the
next'section.
A revieu of empirical interactionist literature reveals
that several forms of statistical analyses of varying soph-
ist ication have been employed . E ndler and lYlagnusson ( te )
delineated the question empirical investigations have attempt,ed
to solvee i.E.e "Does the rank order of individuals urith re-
spetrt to a spetrific variable (e.g., anxiousness or hostility)
show the trans-situational stability that is assumed bv trait
theoristsr oD is behavior situatisn-specific." The major
approaches have been used to empirically answer this crucial
question for trait pslchology, and in the process has revealed
an interaetional vieurpoint:
1. By investigating and comparing the variance due to
individuals ruith the variance due to the main sources of
situations and reactions (modes of response) and with the
var-i.ance due to person-situation interact ions and other two-
way interactions'
2. By studying the correlation of individual rank orders
for a specific personality variable across different sit-
uations. This approach is a more direct test of the assumption
of cross-situationai stabiliy. Hoilever, it has been less
influential than the multidimensional variance components
approach. This is probably because the latter provides an
empirical basis for developing an alternative to the trait
model, i.E., a mechanistic interactional model.
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The more direct test of Lhe assumption of cross-
situational stability or trtrnsistency of behavior, using the
trorrelational approach, uas conducted by Harshorne and lYlay ( 19)
in their classic study of honesty. Their results, although
highly debated, seemed to conclude the trait theoreticar
assumption was not justified.
Illagnusson and his co-urorkers {ttZ, 113 ,114), using the
same approach as Hartshorne and lllay ( 19) , investigated the
cross-s.ituational stability in ratings of cooperative ability,
self-eonfidence, leadership, and in objective measures of
talking time. They did this by a systematic variation of the
situational variables of group composition and task. Ntr
findings of cross-sitr.rational stability ilere accounted for,
and therefore, a trait position could not be accepted.
tltagnusson ( tOZ) interpreted the result s as supporting .,he
interactional view of personality, even though a deficiency
of a correlation research strategy is that intersituational
differences are not possible to isolate.
A further development rLl tl:e iibove approach in studying
consistency oF behavior, is to analyze by factor analysis,
a set of intercorrelations be'.uu=en different situational
measures of the same main dependent variable (".g., hosLility).
According to the trait hypothesis, most of the total variance
urill be explained by one main factcr (Al,12B),
According Lo Ekehammar (lAzIDZT), "the interactionist
vieru has not flouered until noru, partly because of the inapt-
ness of earlier methodological tooIs." It is, above all, the
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developme,rt of the anarysis of variance approach directed
toward the ctrmparison of variance components that is said to
have made possible adequate comparisons betureen the traitist,
the situationist, and the interactionisL posiLions.
AN0VA Psychology: Interactionist Position
EndIer, Hunt, and BosensLein (gA), in their originaL
investigation of anxiety, util ized the mean squares approach
to analyze their data. Ekehammar (20), houe!'er, indicates
the draruback tc this method as being that the mean squares
are not directly comparable, since the mean square for each
variance source is actually a composite of different variance
parameters or components. Ekehammar (ze) furtrier indi:ated
that a better approach is to compare the relative contribution
of each variance eomponent. In the analysis of variance,
each lYlS computed from a particular sample is a flunction of
the sum of the relevant comptrnent sample variances, each
ctrmponent being multiplied by an appropriate coef f ici,,'nt.
However, mean squares cannot be added since each may bs_ a
composite of variance due to independl:nt variables, their
interactions, and error. Nor can they be used to des:.r:l be
the relati,ve contributions of different sourtres of variance.
By breaking dorun the mean squares into vari-ance components
and solving for each ctrmponent separately, the proportion
or percentage of the component sum contributed by each
individual component can be determined. since variances
are additive, it is possibl.e to sum the seven components,
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and obtain a component sum or t'.otaI to determine these pro-
portions. This enables a comparison of the relative magnitude
of the different components, lhus it is possible to determine
the relative contributions of persons, situations, and modes
of response to the total behavioral variance. In this utatlr
a more direct test of the trait, situation, and interaction
positions is available and the issue of croES-situational
consistency versus situational spetrificity may be examined.
The mean squares describe the variance among mean
scores (i.e., over individual persons and over modes of re-
sptrnse, for example in the trase of the mean squares for sit-
uations) sr among total scores (i.e., over situations and
over modes of response in the trase of the mean squares for
individual differences). IL follours that, in order to discuss
the relative prop:rtion of variance contributed by each main
tromptrnent, the relative magnitude of variance from each
tromponent must be assessed. Various statistical innovators
havu suggested procedures for partitioning the components of
variance (=:, 72,79,i57) .
As the logic behind comparing mean squares became
doui: Lf ul , E ndler and H r:nt ( aS ) reanal yzed their 196 Z daLa
by comparing the relative contributions of the different
variance components. This approach is outlined by Gleser,
Cronbach, and Bajaratnam (gt) and by Endler (lg),
This reanalysis chanqed the ansruer Lo the quesLion
of urhether behavioral variance ilas primarily a function of
individual differences or of situations. It appeared that
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behavioral variation was attributable Lo neither of these
factors per sEr but to their interactions.
It has been noted that although the technique of
estimating components of variance has been knoun in psychology
for some time (".g., Gleser et aI. (gt)), Endler and Hunt (AZ)
seem to have been the first who have used it in an attempt
to give answers to the person-situation issue.
Boruers (00), furthermtrre, located 11 studies (61,83,
82,83,84,120,721 ,122,128,134,136) the majority of urhich employed
the analysis of variance model to partition sourtres of variance
into variance ctrmponents, in such a u,ay that al loured the
variance attributable to the main sourtrps and simple inter-
actions, to be isolated.
Limitations of Interactional Besearch
.Ekehammar (Za) provided a synopsis of the limitations
applicable to the analysis of variance components method,
pointed out by personality researcherso
1. [!ischel (ttg) amonq ot,]ers ctrnsiders that the
relative magnitude of the main componenLs can be manipulated
in a favored direction througn a selective sampling of perstrns
and situations, respectively.
2. 0verton and Beese (aS) among others indicated
that only unidirectional, rather than reciprocal, inter-
action data are treated by the method. 0ther analytical tools
are considered necessary to handle data obtained from dif-
ferent points in time simultaneously.
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3. Endler (At), Raush (tsS) and others stated that
the AN0VA method gives no basis for ansn:ering the question
"How?" u:hich is regarded as the main question for the inter-
actionist. Illhat can be ansuiered is only @ much conlribute
to the total behat,ioral variation.
4. EndIer, Huntr dfld Bosenstein (86) observed that
different types of behaviors, for example, anxiety reactions
sometimes correlated highly, and should therefore be regarded
as multivariate dependent variables. However the analysis
of variance approach has been deLineated to univariate data,
that is, only one dependent variable at a time has been
treated.
AIker (Z) further exLends his positio:-. regarcling the
limitations of AN0VA psychology in the study of interactionism.
He charges that analysis of variance protredures do not detect
reciprocal interactions between situations and persons (o"
take into account the notion that people to a great exLent
help characterize the situation. ) A1ker (Z) proposes a two-
stage least-squares analysis as a means of estimating Lhe
strengths of a relationship, when it is assumed that the
tuo variables reciprocally interact.
0lureus (+lzZZS) attacked the use of analysis of variance
components approach used in comparing the interactionist
position with competing theoretical views in answering the
question, "Do statements about the expected (relative) con-
tributions to total variance represent an adequate cttaracter-
ization of the positions (theoretical) involved?'r He
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continues:
. . . that many trommcrn statements regarding the ( reJ.ative)
size of the variance comptrnents to be expected on thebasis of a trait and situationist position are obviouslyineorrect (4 32223) .
Furthermtrre, an analysis of what variance contributions may
be compatible urith the three positions at issue clearly reveals
that:
. . . it is imposible bo institute adequate tests of
these positions by means of AN0VA components Lech-
niques . . r sEVEretI different outctrmes are consistent
urith all three or r,uith two of the posiLions (+SzZ23).
That is not to sts!r however, that estimates of relative
variance contributions are nob worth calculating. ['L can
be of great ir,terest lo knou how much of the total variance
tran be predicted on the basis of information regarding persons,
situations, and their interactions or how much relative
reduction in predictive uncertainty is obtained by specifying
the different categories involved (ZO).
Eriticism of lnteractionist Research
lllhile not disputing theoretical and methodological
points made by Bowers (lA) in his rev.leu of the sources-of-
variance paradigm, Golding (gS) asserts that the inferences
made by Bowers (ls), and others (sa,61,B1,BI,BE,t1B) frorn
omega-squared ratios are inapprtrpriate. Golding maintains
that urhile omega-squared ratios technically index the theor'.
etically desired property of consistency, he advocates the
use of coefficients of generalizabiliLy uhich differ from
omega-squared ralios not only in size, but also in inter-
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pretative meaning. According to Golding (93), the generar-
izability coefficient for situations is roughly an index of
the extent to urhich the rank order of situations is con-
sistent across persons. lllhereas the omega-squared ratios for
perscns index the percentage of total variation accounted
for by varj-ance due to individual differences, general-
izability coefficients for persons index the percentage
of observed score variation accounted for by variance due
to individual differences.
Golding (gS) reanalyzed the data uhich were available
from several interactionist studies 
.that had previously
employed trmega-square analysis (az,B3, 1zo,l2g), This re-
analysis caused Gording (es:zas) to concrude ilrat, "as is
evident from these data, however, Person x siLuation inter-
actionsr r-to matter how they are anal yzed are still quite
strong . . . .tt'
0lureus (4), although supporting some of Golding's
(gs) general concrusions, contends that the use of general-
izability coefficients does not represent a solution to the
person-situation issue. 0lureus claims that it is difficult
to make meaningful comparisons betureen the generalizat:.,.1ity
coeffieients and also that the relative size of such coef-
ficients can hardly be taken as evidence of Lhe relative
importance of persons and situations in determining behavior.
Exploring the person x situation x response paradigm,
carturright (eo) maintained that such studies have been un-
justifiablv biased against discovering appretriable person
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variantre. He shoured that by eliminating variance attributable
to response modes, and by restricting the range of siLuations,
one tran increase person variance substantially. In a discussion
of the 5-R Inventory approach, Carturright {aS,rcZ) claimed
that there are two modes of response in the 5-R Inventory of
Anxiety (4S,86), both positive and negaLive modes, and this
fact inflates the variance due to the response mode comptrnent.
As a cBnsequentre, both person and situation variance is reduced
proportionately. Horuever, the modes of response employed
in Endler and Huntrs 5-R Inventory of Hostitity (Aa), do not
succumb to this criticism, trorrect as it may be. Carturriqht
(ag,153) further criticized the experiment approach in regard
to ti're range of threat in the situations. He suggests that
a scaling of situations be undertaken in order to obtain a
set of situations that vary only Br mainly in terms of evoking
aggressive behavior (tSZ).
Summary
The current status of general personality research
and, therefore, sport personality investigations, is one of
confusion and re-evaluation. Husmanrs (SA:SS) statement that
rour research should be based on strme theoretical concept,
instead of probing in the dark urith inadequale too1s, numbers
of subjects and poor designs," urould appear to be germane to
the present status of sport personality. Any honest appraisal
of Lhe research to date must contrlude that the picture is one
of conflicting results and a priori tronclusions. Neur
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directions are being called for by many sport personality
researchers (t2,29,4?,56, 1 15,116,146,759,162), This neur
direction must be taken within the realm of sport, as Bushall
( t sg) has espoused .
Several classes of problems have been identified in
sport personality literature (ttO), and these have added to
the confused picLuFE. Problems concerning methodotogy and
interpreLation have appeared urithout justification; these
errors are easily eradicated and consequently should not be
made. lljhen studies that are free of these errors are con-
sidered (tOZ, 103,137), a +-rend of consistency can be located.
A third problem, that of cBnceptuai theory, however, is rather
more difficult to resolve.
An interactional tronceptualization appears through-
out the classical formulations of numerous personality the-
ories.. In the absence of such elaborate theories, the concept
is strongly developed in modern Formulations and increasing
sophistication of statistical techniques has added even more
to its standing. Becent empirica'. dala have further supported
the interactionist position. Such empirical research has
uithstood the Iimited criticism leveled aL it by various
researtrhers (+s r69,93) .
A dif f erentiation between the mechan-r stic and d ynamic
models of interaction has been made. The mechanisLic meaning
of interaction is clorely connected with a mechanistic
measurement model for interatrtional behavior, which has been
employed in many of the empirical sludies cited (s0). These
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studies have atternpted to resolve the conceptual debate that
has surrtrunded personality research. The contrlusions pro-
vided by these studies have caused a reassessment of the pos-
itions held by many former trait supporters and situationists.
In conclusion, then, the words of Ekehammar (lA:1045)
seem highly appropriate. He stated that "if interactionism
is not the ZeiLgeist of todayrs personality psytrhology, it
uil1 probably be that of ttrmorrow."
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PBOCEDURES
The follouring chapter elaborates on the methcds
used and the procedures followed in this study. The chapter
is subdivided into six specific areasr (1) selection of subjects,
(Z) testing instruments, (=) methods of data collection, (+)
scoring of data, (S) treatment of data, and (e) summary.
Selection of Subjects
The subjects involved in this study (n=142) were
playing members of either ice heckey, lacrosser or sotrcer
teams irr four educational institutions in the Central Neur
York area during the spring of 1977 (,\pp=ndix A). These
four i.nstitutions were chosen because of their proximity, and
availability of teams. The subjecLs urere all male varsity
or junior varsity athletes ru*th a wide range of playing
experience (Z-l+ years), who rangad in age from 1?.8 to
23.8 years.
Illembers ( n=30) f rom t.hr ee dif f erent team sports across
three of the four institutions were initially randomly selected
to act as raters of the 43 situations and 1 1 modes of respc,nse
during the construction of the 5-R Inventory. These raters
were subsequently eliminated from the possible subject
samples. 0f the 142 subjects eventually tested, 34 were
randomly selected out due to the limitations of the computer
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prograrn used f or the analyses of the daLa. Frtrm Lhe f inal
subject sanple (n=108), 43 subjects had been administered the
inventory twice. These retested subjects Here selected in
actrordance uith availability and opportunity, and in an
attempt to encompass all three sports and institutions. 0nly
subject samples from Eornell University were not included
in the relesting.
Testing Instruments
The inventory util ized in this study, the "Inventory
of Attitudes Toruards Sport Situationsr" was based on the
original 5-R Inventories of Hostility designed by Endler and
Hunt (aa). The inventory consisted of a sample cf 15 sit-
uations selected from a list of 43 situations intuitively
urritten with the assistance of several coaches and numerous
athletes involved in the three sport activities. The criteria
for seleetion of the 15 situations were that (") the sit.-
uations were tangible to the athletes either through Cirect
or vicarious experience, (U) tne situations ranged from hjgh
to lour aggression-hostility eliciting, (") tne situations
involved different categories of aggressive behavior, (O)
uhen scored, the situations had similar standard deviati_ons,
and (") the situations ranged over the u:hole spetrLrum of the
game play (App"ndix C).
The final selection of situaLio,rs was undertaken
after they had been rated by subjects randomly selected across
the three sports. They 'Lirere rated according to Lhe f ollouring
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criterion: *How much anger or hostility does this produce
in you?" A rating on a five-step scale ranging from "none"
to "very much" was employed. The selection of situations
took into account the computed mEan strores and standard
deviati.onsr ?s urell as the criteria stated above.
A sarnple of 1 1 modes of response was intuitively
selected from the turo forms of the original 5-R Inventory
of Hostility (A+). The sample of responses in t,his inventory
included, first of all, certain physiological reactions,
because reports of these can most readily be validated by
meails of physiological recordings. 5econdly, various extra-
punitive reactions to frustration, and thirdly, various intra-
punitive reactions to'frustration. Some modes of response
were cleleted from the available list of 20 as they were of a
similar vein. The 11 modes chosen were, furthermore, rated
on a five-step scale, ranging from "not at all" to "very
well" a.ccording to the follouring criterionr "How urel1 does
this behavicral sign reflect your state of anger Br hostility
ruhen you are angry or hostile?"
The final 5-B Inventory of Hostility also em6:loyed
a Likert ( tO6) scale uhich requested the subjects to indicale
the extent to which they manifested each of the 11 modes of
response in tl-e sitr:ation in question. A five-step scale uras
considered appropriate, ranging from "not at all" to "very
much." Here, what is "very much" and "not at all" was
dependent entirely on the person's individual frame of refer-
ence or perception of the labels.
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In the design of the inventory, each situation was
enclosed in a box at the head of its ourn page with all 1 1
modes of response listed below (npp.ndix D). The instructions
were urritten on the front page (npp*ndix B), and following
the directions of Endler, Hunt, and Rosenstein (90) in their
original investigation, the title of the inventory u:as dis-
guised, reading "Inventory of Attitudes Tourards 5port 5it-
uat io f'rs . rr
Illethods of Data E ol Iect ion
The coaches of the respective teams at the four
participating institutions were contacted through personal
intervieur and the purFDSes of the current investigation Nere
briefly outlined. In relation to soctrer, only those coaches
undertaking spring training Nere contacLed in order to make
data collectior, feasible. Permission ilas obtained from the
coaches to proceed urith the investigation ard team lists ilere
obtained. A meeLing was arr"nged urith each of Lhe teams im-
mediately prior to, Br af ter e. pracl'-ce session where data
could be collected from all team members simultaneously. This
was urith the extreption of the lacrosse sample from Cortland
5tate, who were tested immediately foilouring an important
game. At each meeting r the sub jects urere prE vided uuith an
inventory booklet, a set of three tromputer answer cards, and
a pencil (#2). The subjects were asked to fill in their namEs,
date of birth, and years of organized play experience in the
spaces provided. The investigator then read the general
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instrur:Licns to the subjects while they folloued. The in-
vestigator stressed that if any amhiguity existed in the
minds of the subjects as to the exact situation being des-
cribed, they were to answer according to their oiln individual
perception of the situation. An opportunity for questions
was given, follor.ued by an unlimited time period in ruhich to
tromplete the ansuer cards in the manner prescribed (App=ndix B)
Five to six weeks after the first administration,
the inventory ilas administered a second time to approximately
a third of Lhe initial subject group. An even distribution
across sports was selected because of availability and time,
and were retesLed. The second administration followed exactly
the same procedures as above--time being the orly intervening
variable. Five or six rueeks was considered appropriate to
eliminate the possiblity of memory retention, and reduce the
reflection that boredom and negativism rnight have (A:).
Scoring the Oata
From the original 142 subjects, a random sampl= of'
108 subjects were chosen because of the limitation of the
computer program. The demographic data were then arra rg=d
and analysed by calculator. The mean and range of ages of
the subjects Nere calcurated as merl as the mean and range
of organized play experience. These calculations Nere
obtained for both the sport sampres and rhe group as a who1e.
The data from the markread computer answer cards, used for
inventory, were punched to data cards and apprtrpriate stat-
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istical anaryses were performed on the data in order to pro-
vide inf ormation to tesL the hypo.,heses.
Treatment of Data
rnitially, ratings of 43 situations and 11 modes of
response were subjected to computer analysis to obtain mean
strores and standard deviations. A rank order of the situa-
tions was obtained ranging from hiqh to lour hostility eliciting.
The relative contributions of the variance from
perstrns, situations, modes of response, simple interactions,
and residuar--as welr as isolating the vari_ance due to triple
interaction and error--were assessed by a factorial design
anarysis of variance moder (amo ozu). The procedure used to
partition variance from the various sources ruas the mixed
effects moder reported by Endler (lg), Endler and Hunt (es),
and hy Gleser, c ronbach, arrd Bajaratnarn ( g t ) . ulithin this
design, the subjects ujere random, while the situations and
modes of response were considered a finite population (rixeo).
Internar consistentry for the inventory data was
examined using Cronbachrs coefficient alpha (lS). The re_
liability of the situations urere examined as r,ue1I as the modes
of response in the inventory. Coefficient alpha was utilized
to test the coeflficient of equivalence of the present inventory.
This method randomly samples two items from a pool in a given
test and trtrrrelates these measures in order to determine
internal consistency of the test.
The stability of the total inventory and the situation
sctrres was determined by test-retest coefficients af.Ler a five
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to six rueek interval, using Pearscn product-moment correlal:ion.
The triple interaction, considered psychologically
significant, was determined by administering the inventory
a second time after a five to six week interval. The data
from both administrations urere Lhen subjecLed Lo a Lhree way
analysis urith turo observalions per ceIl as described by
Endler and Hunt (eS), and Silverstein and Fisher {l++1,
5 ummar y
The basic design of this study was based on the trne
formulated by Endler, Hun+,r and Rosenstein (AO), and utilized
by Endler and Hunt (A+). The intention was to construcl the
5-R I nventory of Host.i-lity in Sport Situations and use it
to collect data from the athlete population samples.
ilembers of ice hockey, lacrosse, and soccer teams
from f.our colleges Br universities served as subjects {n=142)
in the study.
A setrond.administratj.on of the inventory was given
to a sample of the subject popula.-io r ( n=43) f ive to six
weeks after the first administration. This retest was used
to extract the triple interaction from the residual comptrnent
and to determine t-est stability of the inventory.
Appropriate statistical analyses of 1,he data were
performed to obtain pertinent evidence to test the hypotheses.
A f actorial design anzrlysis of variance model uras appropriate,
to assess the relative cont,ributions of var j-ance components.
The procedure used to partition variance from various sourcEs
7□
was the mixed effects model.
Ir.ternal consistency and stabiliLy of the inventory
was reported and intercorrelations of situations and modes
of response were calculated.
ChaPter 4
ANALYSIS OF OATA
The results of this study are presented in this
chapter. The specific areas of this presentaLion are as
follows! ( f) analysis of demographic data, (Z) mean scores
and standard deviations for the 15 sport siLuations,
(S) mean sctrres and standard deviations for the 11 modes
of response, (r*) coefficient atpha reliabilities for sit-
uations and modes of response, (S) response stability of the
5-R Sports Inventory, (6) intercorrelat.ions amEng situaLions,
(?) intercorrelations amonq modes of response, (a) Lhe
results of a.n analysis of Lhe sourtres of response variance,
and (g) summary.
Analysis of DemograPhic Data
Thz demographic data were organized for analysis of
the mean age and years playing experience of the subjects
aC:.?SS the three Sports--ice hockeY, 1atrrtrsSe, and sotrCer.
Frcm the 1OB athletes (randomly selected from the original
total of 142) parL.'cipating in this study, a balance of
36 subjects per sport were selecLed from the total
sample. flveral1, Lheir mean age was 20.4 years (ranglng from
1?.8 to 23.8), and their playing experience ranged from turo
Lo 14 years of either ice hockey, lacrosse trr soEtrer at the
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club, juni.or varsity or varsity college or high school level
Furthermore, analysis of the three sports taken
independently revealed that their playing experience ranged
from five to 14 years for ice hockey, two to nine years
for lacrosse, and four to 14 years for soccer, with the
mean playing experience 8.5, 6.4 and 7.8 respectively.
lllean Scores and Standard Deviations
for the 15 Situations
The means and stancjard deviations for the 15 sporL
situations are tabulated in Tab1e 1. The mean sctrres of the
situations ranged from a high of 2.9O for the situation in
urhich a player's game is being cramp'ed by an oJponent, to
a lour of 1.80 for a situation where a player is brought
crashing to the ground, fair anC square. The standard
deviations for the situations ranged from a hiqh of 1.47,
again for the situation uhere the player's game is being
cramped, to a Iow of 1.09 for the situation in uhich a
player is brought crashing to the ground, fair and sq'Jtre.
IYlean Scores and 5 Landard 0eviations f or
the 11 lYlodes of Response
The mean seores and standard deviations for the 1 1
modes of responsE are tabulated in Table 2. The means
ranged from a high of 3.51 for "frownr" to a lour of 1.52
for "want to yel1." The standard deviations for the modes
of response ranged from a hiqh of 1.47 for "lose patience,"
to a lour of .90 for "want to ye11."
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Table 1
Means, Standard Deviations, and Coefficient AIpha
Reliabilities fsr Total InvenLory, and for
Each of the 15 Sport Situations
I tem 5D
??
fotal f nventory 2.541。4□ .B9
Situation: *
t. Def ensive mistake,/hit hard
2. Eoach's order/go hit
3. Team-mate hit f rom beh.ind
4. Get 'psyc hed" /aggressive
5. Offi-cial makes unfair eall
6. Ahead and aLLacking
7. RetaliaLe/penalized
8. Play being cramped
9. l-acl<led hard but f air
10. Fake opponent/pu11ed dorun
11 . Kept uraiting by opponents
' 12. Report Lo J. V.
13. Spectators making fun
14 . Position chal lenged/f reshman
15. No officials nearby/retaliation
2。73
2.67
2.7□
2.15
2。82
2。67
2。32
2.9□
1。8□
2。54
2。54
2。6B
2.69
2。77
2。18
1。41   。92
1。35   。91
1.42   .94
1.29   .93
1.38   。92
1。43   。日B
l。36   .88
1.47   。91
1。09   。9□
1。37   .9□
1.35   .B2
1。39   。76
1。34   .86
1.43   .86
1.29   .BB
*For ful1 phrases see Appendix C.
「 HACA COLEGE Ц
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丁able 2
mean scortts, Standard Dttv■ati口Πs, and
Alpha Reliabilities f口r Each
the ll modes 口F Resp□nse
E口efFicient
口f
I tttm SD
? ?
Modes of Response:x
1 . lllant to hi t
2. Lose patience
3. Surear
4. Grind teeth
5. Heart beats faster
6 , lllant to ye 11
7. Frouln
8. FeeI irritated
9. Hands Lremble
10. Become enraged
1 1. Become tense
2.1□
3.30
2.29
2.26
2.52
1。32
3.51
2.6□
2。47
2.92
2。49
1。23
1。47
1.35
1。26
1、32
□.9□
1。38
1。34
1.34
1。41
1.28
。8B
。87
。89
。92
。9□
.88
。B9
.88
。8B
。87
.91
ItFor f u11 phrases see Appendix D.
a
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EcefficienL Alpha Reliabilities for the TotalIiventory, Situations, and for [Ilodes of
Resp o nse
The coefficient alpha reliabilities for Lhe total
inventory and for the situational scales are reported in
Table 1, Coefficient alpha is used to test the coefficient
of equivalence and determine the internal test tronsistentry.
The alpha reliabilities for the situational scales ranged
from a hiqh of .94 for the situation in urhich a team member
is brought crashing to the surface from behind, to a lour of
,76 for the situation in urhich the player's Ietterman posi-
tion is being challenged by a freshman. The range of relia-
bilities for the siLuations was .18..
The coefficient alpha reliabilities for the modes of
response scales are tabulated in Table 2. The alpha relia-
bilities in general trompare urith those for the situations,
but have a smaller range than those for situations. The
alpha reliabilities for modes of response ranged frcrn a hiqh
of .92 for "grind teethr" to a low of .84 for "feer irriLateu-i.
The range of alpha reliabilities for modes of response was
.08.
Response Stability for the 5-BSports I nventory
The mean strores, standard deviations, and Lest-
retest coefficients for Lhe 43 selected subjects afLer a five
to six rueek interval are tabulaLed in Table 3. The means for
the test ranged from a high of 3,57 and 3.za for Lhe retest
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Tab1e 3
Flesponse St.abiliLyx of Lhe 5-RSports I nventorY
SD SDX
2。21
3。39
2.41
2.3□
2.55
1.51
3.57
2。75
2.46
2.8B
2。43
2。22
2。9□
2.30
2.93
0。97
1。14
1。22
0.9B
l.□6
□.63
□.89
□。98
0。98
□.99
□。69
0.65
□.93
□.79
1.03
2.32
2.29
2.77
2.42
2.B8
1.71
3.2□
2.64
2.51
2。8B
2.28
3。10
2.46
2.3□
2。54
1. 0efensive mistaker/hit
hard
?-. Coach's order/go hit
3. Team-mate hit from
behi nd
4. Get'psyched"/igg"==sive
5. Official makes unfair
caI I
6, Ahead and attacking
7. RetaliaLe/penalized
8. Play beinq cramPed 
,,
9. Tackeled hard but fair
10. Fake opponent/ Pul1ed
down
1i. Kept uraiting by oPPo-
ne nts
12. Report to J. V.
13. Speetators makinq fun
14. Position challenged/
freshman
15. No officials nearby/
re taI i at ion
□.66  。29
□。81  .31
日.97  。59
□.82  。39
□。98  。56
□。77  .56
0。94  .75
1。□□  。7□
□。98  。7□
1。□6  .69
□.94  。34
1。1□  。29
1.□6  。66
□。99  .27
□.99  。41
*5-R Inventory
( ru=zrS) 5-6 ueeks af ter
re-administered to selected subjects
iniLial test administration'
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of the situation in urhich a player is penal ized for re-
taliating after being punched, to a low of 1.51 and 1.71
for the test and retest means respectively, for the sit-
uation in which the team is ahead of a weaker team but
ctrnstantly attacks. The sLandard deviations ranged from
a hiqh of 1.22 for the test, in the situalion uhere while
sitting on the bench a Leam member is broughl crashing to
the surface from behind, and 1.10 for the retesL of the
situation uhere a player is bluntly told to attend J.V.
practice from now ofl, to a lour of .63 for the test, in
a situation ruhere the team leads by a feur goals but ctrn-
stantly attacks a much uleaker trpponent, and ,66 for the
retest of the situalinn in urhjch a player is hit hard upon
receiving a bad pass from a team-maLe.
The means, sLandard deviaLions, and Lest-retest
coeffi.cient for the total inventory are reptrrted in Tab1e 3.
The test retesL reliability was .reported to be .51 .
Intercorrelations Among Situations
The j ntercorrelations among situaLions are tabulated
in Table 4. These scores ran3ed from a high of ,71 for
situation turo and situaLion three, to a low of.05 for
situation five a.nd situation 15. Generally, the inter-
correlations among situations Nere fairly 1ou,r.
I ntercorrelations Among lYlodes :f Response
The intercorrelations among modes of rEsponse are
7B
丁able 4
1 nterc口relatio日S 口f the 15
Sports Situati口Πsモ
Situati口n  1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  1□  11  12  13  14
2       51
3     49  71
4     46  44  47
5     47  44  51  47
6      51  61  67  45  5□
7      29  51  5□  47 4 51
8      40  64  67  39  45  6□  4□
9      39  4□  42  4B  44  43  46  33
1□      54  57  6□ 5□ 51  63  4□ 6   49
11      42  49  49  4□  52  46  43  49  56  52
12      16  13  □9  □7  □8 14  11  12  □8 5□4
13      12  23  19  □9  □8 21  22  12  21  □6  56
14      12  21  19  1□  □6  16  17  25  11  21  □5  52  68
15      1□1  □7  □4  1□  □5  12  11  10  12  □5  5□ 46 47
Note: Decimals omiLted
*Ice Hockey, Lacrosse, Soccer
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tabulatecl i-n Table 5. These sL:ores range f rom a high of .51
for mode of response seven and 10, and mode of response nine
and 10, to a low of .2O for modes oi resPonse six and seven,
six and 10, and six and 11. GeneralLy, the intercorrelations
among modes of response were 1ow.
The Results Bf An Analysis of the
Sources of Besponse Variance
The degrees of freedom, sums of squares, and mean
squares from a factorial design analysis of variance of the
sampled subjects are reported, a1-ong with the variance com-
ponents and percentage of variance attributable to the main
sources, simple interhctions, and residual, urhich were par-
titioned out using the model outlined by Endler (Ze), and by
Gleser, Cronbach, and Rajaratnam (gt). These resulLs are
t.abulated in Table 6.
The variance attributable
of persons, situations, and modes
the three main effects
respBnse, ilere 20.17
?????????
percent., 17.22 percenL, and 5.07 percent, respectively.
The pertrentages of variance attributed to the three
simple interactions of persons x situations, persons x modes
of respor-rsE r and si Lualions x modes of response were computed
to be 15.35, 8.35, and 3.19. After considering these results,
the first nul1 hypothesis, that neither the persons nor the
situatiorrs uritl contribute appreciably greate.''r".iance to
the total behavioral variance than the variances attributable
to the Lhree simple j-nteractions, Nas accepted.
The variantre atLribuLable to Lhe residual cEmponenL
B□
Table 5
1nterc口relations oF th巳11
mOdes 口F Resp□nse
mOde 口F
Rttsponse    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    1□
2       34
3      46   41
4       41   34   43
5       38   35   4□   41
6       22   17   3□ 23  29
7       35   51   39   36   45   2□
B       45   47   `9   47   46   3□   48
9       41   35   45   46   47   27   44   48
10       42   41   41   34   42   20   51   44   51
11 ・     33   30   26   29   31   2□41 5 44   44
Note: Decimals omiLted.
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Table 6
Variance Analysis for IIlain.Sources, SimpIe InLeractions,
and Besidual Derived from S-R Inventory
of HosLility in Sports Situations
Source dF MS
??
? Component
PerSO日S (P)
Situati口Πs (5)
mOd.s 口f
Resp口ns● (冊―R)
P x S
P x m―R
S x ‖―R
Residual
68。□44
298。□□□
169.7ロロ
4.132
3。341
7.6B4
□。715
1□7
14
1□
1498
1□7□
14□
1498□
。4□8
.25□
。1□3
.311
。175
.□65
。715
2口.17
12.22
5.□7
15.35
8.35
3.19
35.35
1□De□T口tal 17B19 551.616 2.□26
さ
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was 35.55 percent of the total behaviorar variation, as re-
ported in Tabre 6. This perceniage led Lo the actreptance
of null hypothesis tuo, that Lhe variance attributable to
the residual component r Els opposed to that attributable to
either the iain effects or their interactions taken inde-
pendently, uril-1 be an appretriably large part of Lhe total
behavioral variance. The residuai variance of 35.35 percent
was 15.18 percent qreater than the second rargest single
sourtre of variance, that of 20.17 percent attributable to
the person.
In a replication of this anal_ysis of the response
variance using 43 serected subjects, the residual variance
was further partitionlo into tripre interaction (p=.sons x
situations x modes of response) and error variance. In
order to partition out this source of variance, which is
considered to be, in reality, psychologically significanL,
turo observations per ce11 are necessary. Using a mixed model
(S= random, situations and modeslof response fixed), the
varience cE tponents were estimated in accordence wjth Endler
and Hunt (e+) and Silverstein and Fisher's (t++) analysis.
This partitioning of the residual component utas done by
administering the inventory a second Lime to 43 selected
subjects, in tne ho6-e of achieving at least an apprsximate
solution. The variance attributable to the tripLe interaction
was computed to be merely 1.2o percent, with Lhe error or
within variance tromptrnent being 26.2o percent. These resulLs
are tabulated in Table 7. Although the variance percentages
urere not identical with the full sample analysis, the triple
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Tab1e 7
Variance Analysis f or IIlain Sources, 5imple I nLer-
actions, TripIe Interaction, and Error
Derived from Retest of 43 Subjects
5 ourc e C omponent
Persロロs (P)
Situati口Πs (5)
M口des oF
Rttsp口nse (M―R)
P x S
P x M―R
S x m―R
P x S x Ⅲ―R
Err口r
156.761
181。485
72。140
7。口94
4.D2B
3.927
0.891
□.816
?
??
?
??
?
?
.94512
.3523□
。1□56□
.57□73
。21412
.07236
。日374□
.81585
3□.36
11。32
3.39
18。33
6。BB
2。32
1.2□
26.20
588
42□
140
588□
7□94
丁口tal 14188 427。142 3.11348 10□。□□
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interaction and error compBnent were identified. This
enabled the investigator to separaLe these turo componenLs
urithin the residual for an approximate solution of the Lotal
interaction of the main effects.
Summary
As a result of analysis, the first nul1 hypothesis,
that neither of the main effects wiIl contribute appreciably
greater variance to the total behavioral variance than the
varianees attributable to Lhe three simple interaction--
perstrns x situations, persons x modes of response' and
situations x modes of response, uras atrtrepted. The second
nul1 hypothesis, that the varianee attributablu to the residual
component, BS opposed to that attributable to either the main
effects or their interactions taken independently, wilI be
an appreciably large part of Lhe total behavioral variance,
was again accePted.
By administering the 5-R Inventory of Hostility in
5port Situations twice to the selected subjecLs, the relative
contributions of the persons, siLuatir:ns, and modes of
response, and aII their interacLions to t he total hosr-i..ity
variance were determined. The variance due to triple inter-
action, which had not previously been estimated, was found
to account for only 1,ZO percent of the t 3f behavioral
variance.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF REsULTS
The main aim of this chapter is to discuss the results
tabulated in Chapter 4. The spetrific areas for discussion
are as follours: (t) a discussion of the LotaI 5-B InvenLory
scores for situational scales, and modes of response scales,
(Z) a discussion of the variance components and percentages
of vari.ance attributed to Lhe main effects, simple interactions,
and the residual component, ( S) 
" 
discr.lssion of the triple
interaction and erroJ tromponents, and (+) summary.
TotaI 5-R Inventory Scores, Situational
5cales, and fYlodes of Besponse ScaIes
This section is further subdivided into the fo1lou:ing
subsections: (a) a discussion of the mean strores and standard
derriations for the total inventory, situational scales, and
modes of response scales, (U) a discussion of the inter-
correlations among situations and modes of response, and
(") a discussion of the reliabiliLies of the total inventory,
situational scales, and modes of response scales.
lllean Scores and Standard Deviations for the TotaI
Invettgr-y.,- S.ituat-ionel 5caIes, and. IYlodes of 
_lSsEsnle
5 cal es
The mean
inventory and for
scores and standard deviations for the total
Lhe situational scales are tabulated for
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presentation in Tab1e i (p.73). The mean score for thtr t:LaI
i nventory is 2.54 urith a standard deviation of 1 .40. These
scores are based on a single-unit five-point Likert ( fOO)
scale, therefore, the mean score for the total inventory
was considered to be as anticipated. This mean sctrre Nas
anticipated because of the consLructian of the inventory itself.
The siLuational scale ilas designed by selectively choosing 15
sport situations from a total of 43 possible situations re-
lating to the three contact sports. These 43 situations $ere
initially rated by 30 randomly assigned athletes from the
possible subject samples. The rating criterion rass "How
hostility or anger producing is this situation Likely to be
lo" -y.ry?" The final '15 situations selected ranged f rom high
to lour hostility evoking according to the raters' responses.
The mean rank for the final t5 selected sport situations,
compared to the rankings of the 43 possibles, was 21.O, ruhich
is approximately the median poirt. Thusr 6fi effort was made
to counteract the criticism rtade by several researchers
(ttSr69), concerning the possi.lrle :releterminaLion of results
to support a particular point of vieur. The construction of
the final inventory includec a realistic range of situati-ons,
urhich was not ureighted either high or 1ow aggression-hostility
evoking. Thus, the total inventory mean sco..'e {Z.S+) is a
good indicator that the 5-B Inventory of Sport Situations
included a real-istic range of situations and attempted to
counteract ai1 design criticisms urith regard to obtaining a
particular set of resulLs.
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The mean sctrres for the situational scales ranged
from a high of 2,9O for the situation in urhich the player is
being cramped by an opponent, assigned specifically to keep
him out of the play, to a lour of 1.80 for the siLuation in
ulhich the player is brought crashing to the ground, fair and
square. The mean score of a particular situation generally
indicates the intensity to r,uhich the situation evoked hos-
tility or aggression in a particular subject. Thus, the
range in mean scores urould indicate that different situations
tend to elicit different intensities of responses across
individuals. Insofar as a trait of hostility or aggression
exists it must consist of a tendency to manifest these
indicator responses tronsistentty atrross the varieLT of sport
situations. The stronger the responses and the more con-
sistently the various situati-ons evoke them, Lhe stronger
urould be the trait of hostility-aggression and the more
hos"ile or aggressive urould be the individual manifestinrl
these behavioral indicators.
It is interesting to note that the final inventory'
mean sctrres for the situations are generally lourer than those
obtained from initial ralings of the 15 chosen situations.
From the four situations (tr,o,9r13) rated lour hosLility-
aggression evoking, only two scored lorl in the final analysis.
From the f ive situations (S,S,'1 ,10,12) rated high hostility-
aggression evoking only three could be ctrnsidered as eliciting
high mean scores. A possible trause of this difference in
scores may simply be that different individuals pertreive a
situation differently, i.E.r zrs eliciting differinq intensities
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of respcnse, and therefore, the ntean response to the sit-
uations are dissimilar. 0r, thaL with the situational scBres
being from a larger n than the initial rating scores (tOA t,o
30 subjects) the final sample group scores may have tended to
regress tourards the mean score.
The standard deviation for the total inventory is
7,4O and is reported in Table 1 (p , 73). Subjects varied
widely in their reported responses to all the situations.
Considering that subjects utilized from three different
contact sports and situations wiLhin those sports differ'
this uride resptrnse variance could he expected. The subjects
might have had a problem relating to all the situations,
because of the fact tiat the situations encompassed three
sport'activities, although, great care was taken to select
situations plausjble to all three sports.
The standard deviations for the situations ranged
f rom e high of 1.tt7 in which a playerrs game is being cramped
by en opponent, to a lour of 1.09 in the situation where a
pla',,er j s t rought crashing to the ground, f air and square.
It is of interest to note that these siLuations also had
the highest and Icuuesr mean seores, respectively.
The mean strores and standard deviations for the
modes of respunse scales are tabulated in Table Z (p,74),
These flnean scores ranged from a hiqh of 3.51 for "frownr"
to a lour of 1,52 for "want to ye11." The wide range of
scores is probably due to the fact that the situational scales
ranged from high to 1ow hostility-aggression evoking. This
influenced the leveI of respBnses to Lhose situatj.ons.
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F urthermore, the standard deviiaLion f or the rnades of reponse
scales are generally hiqh, indicaLing a uride variance in re-
ported intensities of respot-lSE r It Seems clear that certain
response indicators were more representative of aggressive-
hostile behavior. Because of the discrepancies in response
indicators atrceptable acrtrss the three sport activities tested,
the uride variance in the response indicators might be expected.
Interqorrelations AmqIg- 5-itgations and
lltodes of ResPonse
Scores for the intertrorrelations among tire situational
scales are tabulated in Table 4 (p. ?8). These scores range
f rom a high of .71 f oi situation turo and Lhree, to a 1o1r of
.04 for situations 11 and 12. Generally, the intertrorrelations
among situations were fairly Low. This points to the fact
that the situations util :-zed in the inventory are generally
differernt from each other. LoW correlations uere antic-
ipated3 the situations were selected in order to represent
three diflferent categories of aggression-hostility indicated
in the literature. The situations were attempting to pro-
duce self-report meaSUres of either reactive, instrumental,
or conformist aggression-hostility. Beactive and instru-
mental athtetj.c aggression categories wPre represented in
Six situations eaeh, qrhile conformist athletic aggression
was represented in three situations. However, Lhe
diversified scores for the interccrrelations among the sit-
uational stra1es makes it difficult to establish r^rhelher or
not, the three categories of aggression-hostility were
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differentiaLing. Notwithstandirg, the correlaLions were
seemingly lour enough to posit some possible differentiation.
The intertrorrelations among the modes of respBnse
are tabulated in Tab1e 5 (p. 80). These scores ranqed from
a hiqh of .51 f or modes turo and seven, seven and 10, and
nine and 10, to a lour of .17 for mode two and six. Generally,
the intercorrelations among modes of response uere unexpetrtedly
high. This indicates that the modes of response used in lhe
inventory tended Lo apply to similar behaviorsl i.E.e response
modes that may be nondifferentiating or possibly not good
response indicators for certain behavioral characteristics
in sport situations. A factor analysis of both the modes
of response scales and the situational scales may have
prtrVided more representative scafes, i.8., differentiating
response indicators.
Reliabitities of the Total Inventor Situational ScaIes,
and lYlodes of FlesPonse 5cales
The coefficient alpha reliabilities for the total
inventory and for the situational scales are tabulated in
Table 1 (p, 73). Cronbach's coefficient alpha is a test
of the coefficient of equivalence and is used to determine
internal test consistency--an estimate of the central
tendency among cBrrelations obtained from all possible
splittings. The alpha reliability for the total inventory
was .89 urhich is similar to the coefficient alpha reported
by Endler and Hunt (eZ,aa,ae) for Lheir 5-B Invenlories of
Hostility (and Anxiety) dealing urith general situations.
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The alpha reliability for the inveni-ory in Lhis study also
compares favorably urith Czarnecki-ts (tSS) and Horsfallrs (fsZ)
results, dealing urith sport-related inventories. This
reliability strore indicates the degree to urhich a subject
holds rank in a group as a funcLion of various splits among
situations and modes of response scales in Lhe 5-B Inventory.
The problem of reliability lies in the degree to urhich patterns
of responses are reproducible across situaLions and acrcss
classes of situations (gl).
' The alpha reliabilities for the situational scales
scores indicate the degree to which a subject holds rank in
a group as a function of the various splits among the modes
cf resptrr-rsE. The alpha reliabilities ranged f rom a high of
.94 for the situation where, urhile sitting on the bench,
a playerts team-mate is hit hard from behind, to a lour of .76
for the situation in urhich a varsity player is bluntly told
to attend J.V. practices from nc*r on. The coefficient alphas
for the situational scales are generally higher than those
obtained in other sport-related sJ,udies (tSS,157). They ur=
particularly higher than the reliabilities obtained in the
Horsfall (15?) study related to anxiousness in basketball
situations, which were generally in t.he.60s.
The coefficient alphas for the modes of response
scales are tabulated in Table 2 (p. 74). Their coefficienLs
have a smaller range than those for situations, but are still
comparably high. The reliability for the modes of response
indicates the degree to urhich a subject holds his rank in the
group acrtrss situations. These reliability coefficients
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generally trompare to Lhose repr:rted in the Endler and Hunt (ga)
study of general situations, Nere in the.80s and.90s,
and those reported in Czarneckits (tSS) study of sport sit-
uatio ns.
A retest of the 5-R Inventory of Hostility in Sport
Situations was administered to 43 selected subjects from the
original 108 subjects after a five-to six-u:eek interval. The
mean strBres, standard deviations, and test-retest coefficients
are tabulated in Table 3 (p. 76). The stability of the
inventory is determined by the test-retest coef f icient, r.uhich
uas computed to be .51. Thj.s coefficient indicates the degree
to urhich subjects' responses to the presented situaLions stay
consistent over time,'and might be considered relatively lour
compared to similar findings ( tSs) . The range of coefficients
for the situations across the two administrations were from
a high of .7O, to a lour of .29. In faetr six situations
(tr2r4,11r14r15) have correlation coefficients Iess than .50,
and only one situation (?) had a;coefficient above .?0.
A number of possible factors may be considered
accountable for such Ioru stability coefficients. It may be
of interest to trompare mean scores and standard deviations of
the fuII sample (taUte 1, p. 73) to those of the selected
sample of 43 subjetr*.s who were retested (faUf E 3, p. 76).
Generally, there seems to be a dissimilarity beLween the ful1
samplets responses anci the selected sample responces. For
example, the total sample mean score and standard deviation
for situation six uere 2,67 and 1,43r rEspectively'
whereas the selected 43 subjectst responses in the first
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administration were 1.51 and .63, respectively. Such ii"ttron-
sistencies betureen the two sets of scores is, therefore, a
possible factor in producing the Iow inventory coefficient of
stability. A more representative sample may n.r" prtrvided
more reliable datal i.8.1 consistent responses vis-d-vis
the total population sample, and ruithin subjects across time.
Although no trends urithin categories of aggressive-
hostile behavioral responses wEre obtained, it appears that
those situations rated medium hustility evoking produced the
low stability coefficients. Five (1,2,11,13,14) of the six
situations initially rated in the medium range of hostility-
aggression evokS-ng, had csefficients Iess than .50. However,
in response to the sit.uatrons during the actual testing,
subjects did not necessarily perceive these situations as
only medium hostility-aggression evoking. Another possible,
more plausible reason for the laek of response stability,
houlever r ffitsy be that negativisrn or boredom uras i nvolved .
This problem was emphasized ':y E ndler and Hunt (lg). This
investigator may have been unsuccessful in relating io his
subjects the importance of responding as trutnfuily as possible.
Variance Components and Percentages of Variance
Attributable to the [Ilain Effects, SimpIe
Interactions, and the Residual
This sectlon of the discussicn if further subdivided
into the folloming sectionsr (a) variance attributable to
perstrns, (n) variance attributable to situations, (") variance
attributable to modes of response' (a) variance attributabte
to the simple interactions, and (=) vari.ance attributable to
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the residual tromponent.
Variance Al-tributable to Persons
The dj-scourse throughout this study has stresserJ the
refutation of the viability of independently considering the
person in the understanding or prediction of behavior (66,80,
81r83r84,86,87,118,121 ,122). Sueh a refutation has been
supported by evidence gained from a logical analysis of the
strurces of variation in behavior. Resuits of these empirical
studies, clearly indicate that the relative cBnsistency
hypothesis, urith respetrt to stable rank orders of behavior
across situatjons, is,not Eenerally va1id.
In considering the results of this study in regard
to this discourse, it is important to anticipate whal the trait
theorists urould expect to see from sueh an analysis. Person-
ologists have assumed that personality variables are the major
source of behavioral variance and are expressed in a relatively
consistent manner across different situations. Alker (eO:1),
despite the absence of supporting empirical evidence, claims
"that perstrnality variables can explain people's behavior
even Lhough that behavior varies from situation to situatiEn."
Empirical evidence presented by Endler and 0kada (eZ)
tends to substantiate Alkerrs conLention that behavior can be
consistent in the sense of being coherent; that is, lawful
and inherent.ly predictable, urithout being stable in either
absolute or relative terms. Endler and Okada tronclude
from their findings that individuals can differ ruith regard
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to mean level of state anxiety reactions across situations,
indicating a stable difference in anxiety reatrtion dispositions
(trait). And, that individuals with the same mean leve1s of
state anxiety across situations differ in a systematic pre-
dictable way in their patterns of state anxiety reatrtions.
Behavior was seen as consistent in the sense of coherence;
individuals behave in a uray that can be predicted for each
situation.
lllithin the sport's rea1m, situations an athlete
encounters are not a random selection of all possible
situations. fYlany situations are chosen or selected, and
others are imposed on the athlete (required situations).
An athlete may choose to join a particular team, uherein
he is then required io attend daily pratrtice. By ehoosing
to participate, an athlete restricts :he kinds of situations
he enc.ountErs. These situations ultimately become a functian
of and have relevance f or the athlete concerned. tYlischef ( t t g)
has discussed this fact as orte explanation for the general
impression that individualsr behaviurrs are sLable across
situations.
It seems clear that t-hr: idiographic uray in which an
individualts behavior is affected by situations may be
assessed and confirmed by the variance component results
of the empirical studies investigating mechanistic inter-
action (92r83,84,86,87,153,157). The idiographic patterns
of behavior do not deny the existence of cohererlEEo
The variance attributable to the perstrns obtained
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in thisr study, and others (g+), account for almost truice as
much variation as that for anxiousness (A2,Asr85,86,153 r15?),
0ver 20 percent of the total behavioral variance for hostility-
aggression was attributable to individual differences. It
could plausibly be assumed that hostility-aggression is a
more ingrained ( if not innate) disposition than is anxiety,
and moreover, it may exist within the individual as a permanent
and inseperable attribute, Fredictable atrross time. The person
variance obtained in the present study may represent a more
fundamental meaning of tronsistentry--coherence--which is
regarded as one of the basic derivations of the interac-
tionistic modet of behavior (109).
Validity and reliability coefficients For measures of
personality traits usually range from ,2O to .50 and are
typically about .30. A correlation of .30 accounts for about
10 percent of the relevant variance, a trivial amount (82,97,
11?). It is true that validity coefficients are attenuaLed
by reliability coefficients and by errors of measurement,
and that self-report measures create addiLional sLatis;ica1
and methodological problems. However' it is equally evident
that behaviors presumed to be indicators of stable pEi's'ln-
ality traits are quite specific, and are dependent on both
the evocative situations and modes of response used to
assess behavior. As tran be seen from Tabte 6 (p. 8t), the
results of this study support the contention that person
variance is inconsequential if behavioral prediction is to
be made soley on the strenEth of this variable. The
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contribution from persons (ZO,ll percent) is fourrd to be a
relatively small portion of the total behavioral variaLion.
Kane (Z+,158) has indicated that during the present
stage of sport personality assessment, a figure ofl 20 percent
predictive ability from persons urould be acceptable. Fisher
(tl) has argued that this amount is simply inadequate. However,
this point becomes Less important as the results of this study
indicates that the behavioral variance attributabte to sit-
uaLions and simple interactions.are just as important, if
prediction of behavior is to be attempted.
The relatively limited amount of variance attributable
tc persBns in the present study, in relation to the other main
effents and their interactions, merely echoes the findings
of other empirical studies urhich have employed similar tech-
niques (t04,121,122,128,136). This is especially true when
the results are comparerJ with those of Endler and llunt (ga).
Sueh a trBmparison is made in Table 8. As can be seen, the
var.lance attributable to person=l i, the EndIer and Hunt
sample (tS.oa) and that of the present sample (zo.tl) are
highly compaiible. However, both pertrentages are of fairly
linrj tr:d consequence per sE.
Critics of the 5-R Inventory approach (+s,aS) have
indicated that it cauld be possible to artificially sub-
stantiate onets point of view by simply employing subject
extremes and the typ" of situation in urhich those extremes
might be most apparent. It is arqued that the relatively
limited portions of behavioral variance aLtributable to
persons may be a function of the homogeneity of subjetrts.
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Comparative
Studies
Table I
Resul Ls of 5port,Utilizing the 5-R and Non-5port HostiliLyI nventory Approach
End1er and Hunt
Resul ts (B3)
Sources of
Vari at io n
Present Besults
19,08'/"
4.64%
13,gO%
10.4O%
12.62%
3.O1%
32.15%
Persons (P)
Situations (S)
lllodes of Response
PxS
Pxm-B
5 x m'-R
Residual
20.14
12.24
(m-n) s.o?/o
1 5 .35%
8.65%
, 
3.19{1
35.35%
1oo.oo% 丁otal 1oo.ao%
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0ne may expect that by employirrg a homogeneous group of
subjects and situations, the variance aLtribr-rtable to persons
6ou1d be somewhat limited. Eonversely, by employing subjects
that are extremes, and the types of situations in which those
extremes may be readily apparent, this 4rould inflale the
person variance. However, the present study involves a
fairly homogeneous group of subjects (intercollegiate athletes)
and sport situations. If it j-s assumed that the subjects
and situations represent the area in question, it must also
be assumed that the variance attributable to persons is
representative. The Endler and Hunt (84) results from general
situations, rtrported.i-n TabIe 8, are comparable to those of
the present stuoy, even though the subject population uras
not as homogenetrus a grouP.
The results of this study, and those of Endler and
Hunt (84) indicate that individual differences in the
intensity of a trait of hostility-aggression, are genuinely
more prominent than individual differences in the intensity
of a trait of anxiousness. In fact, persons constituLe a
sourtre of the total variance for hostility-aggression nearly
four Limes grhat it is for anxiousness, thus, the Lmo traits
appear to operate differently. Furthermore' when comparing
Ezarneckirs (tSS) and Horsfallrs (tSZ) results to the present
study, (Oata all obtained from homogeneous samples resptrnding
to sport situations), it was found that perstrns constituted
a source of the total variance for hostility-aggression over
two times that for anxiousnESS. An explanation of this
1U0
greater contrj.but-ion of Persorts to the total variance for
hostility-aggression Lhan for anxiousness is not readily
apparent. One tentative explanation may be that the resptrnse
indicators of hostility-aggression show less variation than
those for anxiousness, and that this lesser variation leaves
room only for a lower leve1 of interaction with situations
for hostility-aggression than anxiousness. This might be even
more apparent when considering the present study. Athletes
might relate more readily to the modes of response than the
general population, and feel Less prohibited in expressing
reported responses of anger or hostility in siluations which
have been readily exp.erienced. The variance attributable to
the nodes cf response is in fact much smal.ler in sport specific
studies than for general situation studi-es.
Variance Attributabie to Situations
The beharrioral variation attributable to the situation
cor,oonent utas slightly over half of that attributable to the
persnn Lon![,trnent (lz.ZZ percent). This urould indicate that
the sport situation a person is placed into contributes almoErt
hall- :rs much to the total behaviorai variation as the person
himself. It also indicates that neither Persons nor sit-
uations are more important in determining behavior in a
sporis setting. However r EIr-r important proportion of variance
(SZ.SS percent). almost a third of the behavior variation,
is accounted for by knouring both Lhe situation and the perstrn.
In the Endler and Hunt (a+) study reported in Tab1e 8
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the contribution of situation variance (4.64 percent) wa\s
approximately a third of that obtained in the present study.
It is tronceivable that situations may be more important
determinants of behavior under the circumstances when cerLain
demands for conformity are apparent, as in the case of contact
sports, than is the case for general situations espetrially in
regards to the expression of hostility or aggression ruhich
may be regarded as antisocial.
The amount of variance attributabrle tc the situation
has uridely varied in studies which have attempted to isolate
varj.ance component percentages. Raush, Dittman, and Taylor
(lS+), in a study of the behavior of six hyper-aggressive boys
atrross six settings, ;ecorded a nominal 2.2 percent of variance
due to settings. However, studying anxiety, [Y!oos (lZl )
reported a 17 ,6 percent vari-ance due to siLuations.
Bowers (00) inrJicated that, of the 1 1 studies he revi-ewed,
the average variance attributable ts situations was 10.17
percent, a figure uhich is orrly slightly lower than in the
present study. Sports studies (t:S.157) that have isolated
the variance comptrnent percentages for anxiety have reported
similar results for the prtrpartion of variance due to sit-
uations.
A possible explanation for the discrupancy betrueen
the variance attributable to the situations for the general
population, as opposed to that for the sport population, is
that the situations were representative of the area in
questi-on, i. E. , sport . A more heterogeneous sampling of
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situatiorts was included in Lhe present study which may have
increased the proportion of variance. The situations selected
for the general population may have lacked diversity.
Certainly, it is obvious that the sport situations were far
more representative for the athletes than 'rrere the situations
for the general population reported by Endler and Hunt (aa).
Houever, urhen the individual is free to respond according
to his own inclinationsr zrs in the case of this study, the
situation per se makes no more contribution, if not less, to
the total behavioral variation than does the individual.
Varianee Attributable to lYlodes of Response
As can be 
=u='n in Table 6 (p. 81) ' 5.o7 percent cf
the total behavioral variation was attributable to the modes
of respor-'rsEr As compared to the two other main effects this
pertrentage is not considerable, but it sti1l warrants some
consideration. A clear implication of the contribution tn
the total behavioral varianc" *.'d" by response indicators is
that it is import,art for different raters of hostility and
aggression to consider the same indicator responses. Any
disr-rr:pancy in such could obviously lead to a disagreement
in results. For example, consider turo hypothetical studies.
If in the first study the investigator nominates the subjectts
perceptir:n of his heart rate as an indicatar of aggression or
hostility, and in the second the subjectrs hands trembling is
considered, there is no reason to believe that there need to
be any similarity in the results between the two studies.
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Although there was a strong similarity in the
variance attributable to the persons, and to the simple inter-
actions in the present study and the Endler and Hunt (84)
study, the modes of response variance is appreciably different.
0nIy five percent of the behavioral variance was attributable
to modes cf response in sport situations, u:hereas the figure
reached almost 14 percent in general situations. There are
several possible explanations for this appretriable differErltrE.
It i.s pl.ausible that the response indicators overall were
more applicable to sport situations than to general situatj.ons.
Although athletes do not ciigress from the general ptrpulation
in terms of personality, it is not too difficult to tronceive
of their homogeneity ir relation to their perception of both
the physiological and psychological modes of respol-'lsE.
tftoreover, athletes may be less inhibit ed in their behatrioral
responses than the general subjects. In fact the Endler and
Hunt ( Aa) results may welI be e>i.lggerated. 5ome of the modes
of response, which are trBmmtrr in both studies, may be con-
sidered to be socially unacceotablie':ff the field of play.
In general sjtuations, this factor may have exaggerated +-he
Variance of 
-ry!;, of behavr:r more than ac-tuaI behavi-or.
In contact sport situations, however, it is clear that a
different set of norms operate. Thus, the 1z-tter variance
may not be exaggerated.
Variance Attributable to 5imp1e Interactions
The findings that 27 percent of the total behavioral
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variation was accounted for by the combined simple interactions
is of utmost importantre. The overall implications of this
are that neither the person nor the situation per se should
be considered if an understanding or prediction of behavior
is to be considered.
The magnitude of the interaction of perstrns x siL-
uations is higher than that of the findings of Endler and
Hunt (Aq), and, in f act, is the largest of the interactior''rso
This interaction indicates that urhile behavior is shaped by
the situation, the shape it takes is not dependent of the
individual characteristics of the person. The person responds
more or less to various situations, independently of the mode
of response cal1ed fBr. A further assertion urhich can be
made, and a plausible reason for the discrepancy between the
turo sets of results, i.8., End1er and Huntrs (A+) and this
study, is thaL individuals respond more or less to given
situations independently of the modes of response called For;
the psychological meaning of situations for the indiv.'.dual is
the important deterrnining factor. The difference in the
modes of response scores in the sport-related situations
may be indicative of this simple interaction score difFerence.
The variantre accounted for by the Lwo main sourtres
of persons and situations, plus their interactions, totals
almost 60 percent. This figure is almost three times larger
than the one which ruculd be given if only one uf the main
sources was known. This contrast lends positive support to
the proponents of the interactionist position (AO176,80,81
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82,83,85,86 ,'tZ1 ,122) who advocarte the mutual involvement of
both the individual and the situation in the determination
of behavior.
The interaction of persons x modes of resPonse (a.Os
percent) implies that individuals vary in the patterns of
aggressive-hostile response they exhibit in sport siLuations.
It is logical to assume that different individuals respond
differently to the same situation. Response tends to vary
from person to Eerson. The variance accounted for by the
per.sons and modes of response interaction ciiffers slightly
to the findings reported in Table 8 for the general situations
and for the sport-relgted situations.
The interaction of situation u:ith modes of response
(S.tS percent) is the smallest of the simple interactions,
and, in fact, is a aegligible source of variance relative to
other sourtres. Hou:ever, there is still a tendency flor some
situations to evoke certain patterns of response across
individuals. The findings of the present study are almost
idenLical Ltr the Errdler and Hunt (A+) study.
Var.i-ance Attributable to the Besidual E omponent-
The largest sinole source of behavioral variation is
the residual comptrnent (SS.SS percenL) urhich contributed
apprtrximately a third of the total variation in both this
study, and the Sndler and HunL (aa) study. In the initial
analysis used in the present study, the model assumes that
the residual component is composed totally of error, and the
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triple interaction to be zeroo However, there is also
urithin the residual, a psychologically meaningfuJ- triple
interaction component. Unfortunately, uhen only one score
is obtained for Lhe responses of each subject in each sit-
uation, it is not possible to partition the triple inter-
action f rom the error cornponent.
Triple Interaction and Error Components
" 
lllithin the residual component is located the error
and triple interaction (persons x situations x modes of
response) components. The triple interaction can be inter-
preted zrs, in a given situation, a particular individual has
a particular mode of lesponse. For example, a given athlete
may not ye1I very often, nor need he be generally hostile trr
aggressive in a soccer game, but when he is blatantly pulled
down from behind after beating his opponent, he may find
himself yelling vociferously. Such a triple interaction
may be psychologically meani,rgf uI and real, and may be
radically dif f erent f rom Lhe r.tair, ef Fects, simple inter-
actions, and from error.
In order to determinr-, htrwever, if the LripIe inter-
action is statistically meaningful, two observations must
be taken on each subject, i.E., by administering the
5-B Inventory at least twice to the same subjecLs. Endler
(lg) regards this as an unsatisfactory snlution, since the
strores on the later administration may be more a reflection
of negativism, boredom, etcetera, than of hostility
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or aggression. But, the present analyses u,ere undertaken
in the belief that an approximate solution is better than
none at aII. EndIer and Hunt (aZ,A=) urere initially content
to guess that the triple interaction migl'rt contribute about
10 percent of the total behavioral variance. In an attempt
to derive an approximate percentage of the variance due to
triple interaction, Silverstein and Fisher {ta+) administered
the original form 5-B Inventory of Anxiosness (gA) turice to
100 male prisoners within a space of one month, and arrived
at the figure of five percenL for the triple interaction.
Endler and Hunt (82) have also administered several forms
of the 5-R Inventory of Anxiousness turice to nine samples
of subjecLs and submitted the data Lo a Lhree-,ray analysis
of variance, assuming a mixed model (subjects random, siL-
uations and modes of response fixed). Depending upon the
sample and form of the invenLory, the percentage of the total
variance from triple interaction has ranged from zeto percertt
to 10 .95 percent . A conclusion drawn f rom these . resu.Lts was
that the previous estimate of 10 percent was on lhe hiqh sidc.
The 5-R Inventory of Hostility in Sport Situations
was administered a second time to 43 selected subjects "'rom
two of the original four institutions in the study, across
the three sports. The triple interaction and error compsnenLs
for the 43 subjects are 1.2O percent and 26.2O percent
respectively. It was csncluded that the Lriple inLeraction
is not sLatistically meaningt'u1 and hence noL urorthurhile to
determine, due to the fact that urhat is being measured might
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very urell include subject boreclom as ure1l as hostiliLy or
aggression. Nevertheless' even though the relative cont,ri-
bution of the triple interaction is much smaller than
anticipated, there apparently is some Lendency for a particular
subject to shout a particular mode of response in a particular
situation.
Summary
The rESUlts of the 5-R Inventory of Hostility in
Sport Situations were discussed in relation to the expected
outcomes of the study, and urith the mechanistic interactionist
position in mind. Th.e results of the present study were
compared to those obtained by Encller and Hunt {AZ,A+) in their
studies dealing urith anxiety as ureli as hostility across the
general population .in non-sport related situalions.
The results of the present study were further discussed
in relation t,o the behavioral variance components and per-
eenbages of variance aLtributable to the main effects, simple
inte;actiot;s, and i he residual .
FinalIy, the triple inLeraction and error term, urhicl
res^d: in the residual component, was discussed. The present
study extracted the triple interaction and error term from
the residual component in order to determine their relative
importance in fiderstanding and ultimately predicLing behavior.
To paraphrase Endler and Huntrs (90) contrlusion: human behavior
is comprex and, in order to describe it adequately, one must
account for not only the main effects but also their inter-
actioFrsr
EhaptBr 6
SUttrnA R Y, E□NELUSI□NS AND REE□朋用ENDATI□NS
5 ummar y
The purpose of this investigation mas to design an
5-R (situation-response) Inventory of Hostility u:hich related
to situations encountered in three contact sports. 0nce
established, the data gained as a result of the adminisLration
of the invent,ory Nere util ized to locate the sources of
behavioral variation. A second adminisLration of the inventory
rras netressary to isol'ate and partition the tripte interaction
from the error term in the residual sourtre of variance. A
five- to six-rueek interim period took place betureen the
first and second administratioDs.
The subjects involved in this study were 108 athletes
who participated in one of three contact sports--ice hockey,
lacrosse, and soccer--at one of the fcur instit,utions selected
in New York State during the sprinq semester of 1977. The
prcrring experience of the athretes ranged from turo to 14
years, and their mean age was 2D.4 years. The second admin-
istration invulved 43 serected subjecLs atrross all three
sports, and from three of the four institutioos.
The 5-R InvenLory of Hostility in sporr- situations,
employed a sample of 15 situations and l1 modes of response.
The 15 sport situations were specifically chosen from a totar
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of 43 possible situations on the basis of the responses of 30
randomly selected athletes from the population, again, across
sports and institutions. The situations were rated trn a
five-step scale. The siLuations chosen were familiar to the
athletes either through direct or vicarious experience, and
ranged from hiqh to lour hostility evoking. The situations
were, furthermore, included to evince differing categories
of hostile or aggressive responses. The 11 modes of response
represented boLh psychological and physiological response
indicators of hostility. The invenLory employed a five-point
Likert rating scale ranging from "noL at all" to "very muchr"
on urhich the subjecLs were asked to report to urhat degree
they manifested each rf the 1 1 modes of response in each of
the 15 situatiorlse
A factorial design analysis cf variance model was
utilized to determine the relative trontributions of variance
from persons, siLuations, modes of response, simple interacLions,
and resiCual. Furthermore, Lhe residual component ilas part-
itioned into triple interactt,lnr ctrr,sidered Lo be psychologically
meaningflul, and error variance. The procedure used to part-
ition out the variances f rom t.-re various sources uras the
mixed effects (subjects random, situations and modes of
response fixed) model outlined by Endler (le), and Gleser,
Eronbach, and Rajaratnam (gt). This analysis determined that
the persons, situations, and modes of resFonse contributed
20.17 percent, 12.22 percent, and 5.07 percent, respectively,
to the total behavioral variance. The combinaLion from the
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simple interactions combined was 27.19 percent, uriLh 15.35
percent attributable to perstrns x situations,8.65 percent
attributable to persons x modes of response, and 3.19 percent
attributable to situations x modes of respor-rsE. By far the
largest single source of behavioral variance (35.35 percent)
was attributable to the residual component.
After reviewing the data, the first nulI hypothesis
that neither the persons nor the situations uril1 contribute
appreciably greater variance to the total behavioral variance
than the variances attributable to the three simple inter-
actions, ilas accepted. The second nu]1 hypothesis statinq
that the variance attributable to the residual component,
as oppgsed to Lhat attributable to either the main ef{'ects
or their interatrLions taken independently, ruil1 be an
appretriably large part of the total behavioral variance,
uJas accepted.
In a replication of this anaiysis of the sources of
respBnse, using 43 selected subjects, the inventory was re-
administered and the data used to partition out the triple
interaction (persons x situations x ntodes of response), Con-
sidered psychologically meaninqful, and error vari-an;c, from
the residual. Although the variance pertrentages were not
identical urith the full sample analysis, the triple inter-
action ilas identified to be 1.2O percent and the error term
was reported to be 26.2O percent.
It was troncluded that neither person nor situation
ilas the major source of behavioral variation in sporL-related
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situations for the trait of host,lity. Individual differences
(persons) did contribute more, however to Lhe total behavioral
variance for hostitity (ZO percent) in sport-related siL-
uations than for anxiousness (g percent) in sport- related
situations (tSSr15?). The simple interactions--persons x
situations, persons x modes of reponse, and situations x modes
of response--were found to be more important in the deterrni-
4ation of behavior than Lhe main sources, therefore, the
results were interpreted to be supportive of the interactionist
position with the reservation that a large porl-ion of the
total variance lay ruithin the residual component.
{LtrNtrIUSfONS
After trompleting this study, the investigator feels
justified ir, making the follouring conclusions:
1. Neither the person nor the situation contribute
substar:tial1y to Lhe total hostility variance for sport-
related situations. 
'
2. lllodes rif resptrnse are not seemingly as important
for behavicral predietions of hostility in sport-related
sit,-raLions as in general siLuati-ons.
3. The simple interactions (persons x situations,
persons x modes of respot-'rsE r and situations x modes of res-
ponse) a::e as important in determining behavioral variations
of hostility in sport-related situations as Lhe main effecL
(persons, situationsr Bnd modes of response).
4. The variance attritrutable to the person con-
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tributed more to the total variance for hostility than for
anxiousness in both sport and nBn-sport-related situations.
5. The results of this study lends a certain amount
of support to the interactionisL position uriLh the reservation
that a Iarge part of behavioral variation resides within the
residual ctrmponent.
6. The partitioning of the residual component into
triple interaction (persons x situations x modes of response),
does not appreciably change the relative size of the residual
component .
7. The 5-R fnventory of Hostility in SporL Situations
produced results consistant urith those of previous similar
st.ud ies .
ndations for Further 5tudy
After completion of this study, the investigator
advocates the follouring recommendations for further sLurJy:
1. A tromputer analysis of the modes of respunse and
situational scales should be completed in order to ascerL.tin
the factor loading of the straIes.
2. A replication of this study should be dor,: using
factor-analyzed modes of response and situational stra1es.
3. A full scale repeated measures study ruhich mould
allour a complete breakdourn of all the interactions of the
main effects, and spetriflicarry, the triple interaction to be
isolated from the error term.
4. An in-depth investigation of the viability of
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Bmega-square ratiCIs as opposed Ln Golding's (93) general-
izability coefficients.
APPENDIEES
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APPENDIX A
List_ oF ParticiFlatin口 E口llege SamFDles
via Sp口rt, and Numbers IΠvolved
Number 口f
5ubjects
lo  C□RNELL UNIVERSITY
Ithaca, New York
lce H口ckey . . . . . . ● O o o o 0 0 0 ● 13
5occer 。 .。 。 . ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 3□
2.  5。 Uo N. Y. E□RTLA ND
E□rtland, NeШ Y口rk
Lacr口sse . . . . . . . . ● ● 0 0 ● 0 0● 2□
3。  ELⅢIRA C□LLEEE
Elmira, New Yごrk
lce Hockey . . . . 。 。 0 0 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 2日
4。  ITHACA E□LLEGE
Ithaca, NttШY口rk
Lacrosse . . . 。 。 。 0 0 0 0 ● ● ● ● 27
5●ccer 。 。 . . . ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 24
丁0丁AL          142
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APPENDIX B
Eover Pa口巳 nd Gttneral lnstructi口ns R tad to ハl1 5ubjects
Prior t口he Administrati口Π oF the S―R Invent□ry
口f H口stility in Sp口rt ituati口ns
I NVE NttDRY □F ATTITUDES T□ШARD5 5PDRtt SITUATIBNS
Please d-o lgt mark tlis. booklet in any u.ray. The ansuers
to the statements in this inventory are to be recorded on the
spec j.al- ansuer cards provided.
Print your !S' dat_e of birth, and your school in
the blanks provided on the answer cards. Use the special
pencils provided.
PLEASE BEAD VERY CAREFULLV,.
This inventory is a means of studying your reactions
to and attitudes Lo various types of situations. 0n the
follow.ing pages are represented 15 situations with ruhich each
of you as athletes uiII likely be able to identify. For each
of these situations, certain very common types of personal
reatrtions and feelings are listeci" Indicate Lhe alternative
on the answer cards, representing the five points on the scales
shown in this booklet, the deletEE to ruhich you would show these
reactions and f eelings in the siLuati'ons indicated.
Here is an exampl-e:
A N OPPONE NT I NIE NTIONALLY FALLS A IvD A FOUL/PENALTY I5 CALLED
AGAINsT YOU
Feel lrritated         1  2  3  4  5
N口T Att ALL             VERY ttUEH
11日
If y口ιJ feel very irritated in this situation, thcn darkttΠ
5.  If y口LJ are S口mewhat irritated, then darken 2,3, or 4,
dttpttndin口 o日 h□Ш much irr■tati口Π.  If y口u d口 Π口t fettl irr■tatttd
at a11, then darkttn l。
THERE ARE N□ RIGHT5 □R ШRON65.  ANSШERS ARE N□ REFLEEtt10N
ON Y□UR EHARAETER AND ⅢILL BE KEPT IN THE STRIEttE5T CONFIDENEE.
IT IS H□PED, 関ITH Y□UR HELP, 丁HA丁 丁HIS STUDY MAY HELP 丁□
50LVE 5□冊E □F ttHE UNANSШERED ttUEST10NS IN SPORT.
幾´"
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APPENDIX C
List of Situations Represented in the 5-RInventory of Hostility
1. Your team-mate fails on a defensive play and you arehit hard upon receiving possession.
2. At the onset of the game, the coach te11s you to qo
out there and hit anything and everything that moves.
3. You are on the bench and a tearn member is brought
crashing to the surface from behind.
4. Your team-mate Lells ytru to get "psyched" and be a9-gressive.
5 . A n of f icial makes urhat you consider to be an unf air
decision.
6. You are up by a feru goals and are constantly on the
attack to a much weaker team.
7. A player throws a punch at you and you retaliate; the
official sees Lhe action but only penalizes you.
8. Your play is being cramped by an opponent urho has
been assigned specifically to keep you out of Lhe
pray.
9. AImost immediately after the game beqins you are
brought crashing to the ground, fair and square.
10. You easily fake past your opponent and he pulls you
dourn from behind in a desperate attempt to stop ycrtl
from sctrring.
11. The opposing team emerges from their dressing room
only af ter the of f icials have given repeated Ndrrr--'11es1
urhile you have been out there waiting to begin the
contest.
12, AfLer serving on the varsity team for the. past feu:
weeks, you are bluntly told to report to J. V.practice from now B['to
13. Throughout the game a number of spectators have been
constantly makinq fun of you.
14, As a returning letLerman you discover that ytrur po-
sition on the team is being challenged by a freshman.
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15. As there are no off icials rrea.:by you have the oppor-
tunity to relaliate against a player who has roughed
you uF. He is in a vulnerable position.
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APPENDIX D
sample Pa口o of the S―R Invttntory of H口stility
R TEA‖―mAttE FAl~LS □N A DEFENSIVE PLAY AND Y□U
ARE HI■_HARD UP□N REEEIlyING P
1.  ⅢA NT
丁Att ALL
2。  L□SE PATIENEE
3.  SWEAR
VERY
丁□ HI丁5□mEttHING□RS□用E□NE
NOT AT
RY mUEH
4。  6RIND ttEETH 12345
N□T Att ALL VERY ttUCH
5。  HEART ttEAttS FASTER
6。  ШAN丁丁□YELL 12345
N□T Att ALL VERY ttUCH
NDtt A丁
7.  FRBⅢN 12345
N□T AT ALL VERY OUCH
B.  FEEL IRRITAttED 12345
NOT AT ALL VビRY ttUE H
9。  HA NDS ttREttBLE 12345
N□丁AT ALL VERY‖UE H
1□。  BEEOME E NRAGED 12345
NO丁Att ALL V[RY‖UE H
11。  BECDttE ttE NSE 12345
NOT Att ALL VERY mUEH
NO丁AT A
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